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EXCLUSIVE INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Save* $100 on a 3-month subscription 
and start downloading up to 50 royalty-free 
stock photos per day! Regularly $499,
you pay only $399.

www.comstock1700k.com/promo/15/

*Offer expires August 15th, 2005.

All images © 2005 Comstock Images, a division of JupiterImages Corporation. Image #: KS106354

INTRODUCING COMSTOCK IMAGES BY SUBSCRIPTION

NEW

THE PHOTOS YOU NEED -

ALL OF THEM.
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Coinciding with a shift in editorial 
tone, Money magazine was recently 
redesigned by Pentagram’s Abbott 
Miller (page 66).
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Choice
The source of creative inspiration

Music

Attitude

Cool

Cut Out

Entertainment

Fashion

Goatee Beard

Gold Chain

Listening

Leisure

Standing

Youth Culture 

Funky

Three Quarter Length 

Got the right image?

With thousands of highly creative, superior quality images in
our collection and over 100 fresh new shots being added daily,
you’re sure to get the most current, visually arresting imagery
around when you choose Digital Vision. 

Digital Vision - Get the right image.

Authorized Distributors:

Artzooks.com
Creatas.com
Estockphoto.com
Firstlight.com
Fotosearch.com
Futurestock.com

Gettyimages.com
Istockpro.com
Matton.com
Maxximages.com
Mediabakery.com
Picturequest.com

Photosstock.com
Punchstock.com
Superstock.com
Veer.com
Wonderfile.com
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Graphic Design Templates.

StockLayouts high-end graphic design templates, for users of professional
layout and graphics programs, provide fast and affordable solutions for
producing exceptional marketing materials. The StockLayouts template
library is packed with brochures, newsletters, postcards, stationery,
menus, ads and more. Visit our website to view designs and download 
the free sample template today.

Pre-designed layouts with photos and artwork, 
royalty-free and fully editable.

CD collections $299-$499. Individual templates $39-$149.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Who wouldn’t jump at a second chance? Sure, most of us 
would answer the loaded question “What would you do dif-

ferently?” with “Not a thing,” when it’s asked in the context 
of a lifetime. But in the everyday setting of a design project, we 
know there are always things we can do better.

The prospect of redemption—maybe just staving off another day’s crisis—is part 
of what’s behind the enduring appeal of the makeover. For designers, makeovers are 
bread and butter, filling the columns of balance sheets with appealing dollar figures 
(hopefully ones with at least four numerals before the decimal point).

The redesigns in this, our eighth makeovers annual, span the spectrum from 
the routine to the radical and all points between. On pages 30 to 65, our designers 
tackle projects submitted by readers for identities, brochures, newsletters, websites, 
and more. Michelle Taute brings a fascinating set of revamps to page 66 as she defines
“The Art of the Makeover,” while Terry Lee Stone documents a case study in revi-
talization for the University of Southern California on page 72. In response to your 
requests, we explore packaging makeovers in “Redesigned for Market Change” (page 
78) by Stacey King Gordon, based on her new book from Rockport Publishers. 

To help you incorporate some proven marketing muscle in your redesigns, we 
introduce our newest columnist Sandra J. Blum in this issue; on page 26 she reveals 
time-tested techniques to help you “Design for Persuasion.” And because some-
times it’s you, rather than your work, that needs remaking, Sheree Clark 
concludes her series on job burnout on page 20 with techniques for reviv-
ing a stagnant career.

We might complain from time to time about the quickening pace 
of commerce and communication that’s driving shorter design cycles in 
every aspect of our lives. While it’s good news for fans of reality TV, the 
rest of us will settle for money in the bank … maybe with just a taste 
of that personal redemption.

p.s. Thanks to all of you who wrote in response to our last 
issue. You’ll notice we’ve expanded our Letters coverage on page 
16. Whether you wrote to praise, inform, or correct, we couldn’t 
ask for better direction. Keep letting us know what you think.

Tom Biederbeck, editor
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Rope brush alive and kicking
Regarding your rope type effect shown in the 
Apr/May 2005 [V10N2] issue’s “How’d They Do 
That?”, why can you not make rope type in CS? It 
certainly would be handy—do you know if there’s 
any way I could do this?
Alex Howard
Melbourne, Australia

Turns out we were a bit misinformed. We told you it 
could be done in Illustrator 8, but not in later versions. 
Here’s what one reader had to say: 

On page 75 of the Apr/May 2005 issue, the rope 
brush is shown creating rope type. Step 1 states 
that the rope brush is not available in versions of 
Illustrator past version 8. This is misleading. The 
rope brush is not part of the default brush set past 
version 8. However, it can be found in the borders-
novelty fi le in version 11, and I have also found it in 
versions 9 and 10 under a novelty listing.
PJ Cassel
Austin, Texas

Bit of a problem
I’m following the directions in “Software Specifi c,” 
Feb/Mar 2005 issue [V10N1], pages 78–79. When 
I get to step 5 (activate your type layer and choose 
Filter > Distort > Displace), the Distort command is 
grayed out. I’ve done it a couple of times, and no go. 
I’m using Photoshop CS on a Mac G4—any help?
Joan Auclair
Winsted, Conn.

Our designers suspect the fi le you’re using is 32 or 16 
bit. To change this to 8 bit, go to Image > Mode > 8 
bit. This should solve the problem.

Reader suggestion
DG has been a great help for me in these past few 
years. I was wondering if you could do an article 
regarding trade show designs. I am designing a ban-
ner sign, throw cover table cloth, and other displays.
Paola Canepa
New York, N.Y.

We’re looking at covering something like this in our 
Dec/Jan 2006 issue, which will carry a theme of 
“Special Occasions.” Thanks, and keep sending us those 
real-world ideas!

LETTERS
Creative Feedback

Big help
I’m a subscriber to DG and want to thank you 
and your staff for putting out a quality product 
every time. My favorite section is “Color on Call”—
it’s the first I turn to as soon as it shows up in the 
mailbox. This great column always challenges my 
standard color picks and helps me redefi ne my own 
color sense. Big thanks to Kathie [DG art director]! 
I’m not a big fan of magazines and subscribe to very 
few, but yours is one I’ll get for years to come. 
R. Garriott 
Denver, Colo.

Big stink?
I imagine you get letters like Ms. Walker’s from 
time to time [Apr/May 2005, V10N2], but your 
response may have done more for soy-based ink sales 
than any advertising campaign. I don’t mind the 
scent, and more importantly, the colors are vibrant 
and no image quality is lost. I applaud DG for using 
soy-based inks, and any magazine reader who has 
been assaulted by perfume cards knows that one 
person’s ink odor is another’s Chanel No. 5. 
Arizona Scott
Durango, Colo.

More ideas 
Just skimmed through DG and was impressed—I’m 
about to send in my subscription. Maybe you could 
do some stories on Judaic art and design? Most 
people have little understanding of anything Jewish, 
so Judaic art is way out there. I’ve been a designer 
for over 35 years, and am a nationally noted Judaic 
artist/designer doing logos, posters, stained-glass 
synagogue art, and calligraphic fi ne arts.
Avrum Ashery
Washington, D.C.

Why so much stock?
As a commercial photographer, I’ve discovered and 
enjoyed the past year of DG. I’ve directed more than 
one client to some of the articles regarding color or 
design, resulting in getting them hooked on your 
magazine. But I see an overemphasis on the buying 
of stock images—not one article about hiring and 
working directly with photographers. What about 
some articles on working with real photographers, 
rather than just buying something online? 
Ian McCausland 
Winnipeg, Manitoba
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12 THINGS TO KNOW

Folding Techniques
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Finish With Style
7 STEPS TO INNOVATIVE BINDING

2 FREE IMAGE DOWNLOADS with EVERY ISSUE!

POWERS
of PRINT

fresh
picks
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Correction
In our last issue, a CD 
case diagram that 
appeared in the article 
“Printing Green” 
(page 52) was incor-
rectly attributed. The 
CD case was actually 
by Hammerpress of 
Kansas City, www.
hammerpress.net. 
We regret the error.

Download dilemma
The latest [Apr/May] 
issue says “2 free 
image downloads 
with every issue” on 
the cover but I can’t 
fi nd directions or any 
reference inside the 
magazine. Download 
from where?
Sara Chapman
Des Moines, Wash.

The free downloads 
are available at www.
dynamicgraphicsmag
azine.com/downloads. 
Just click on the 
“Download Now” link, 
and it will take you 
through the process. 
You’ll need to provide 
us with some general 
information the fi rst 
time you visit, but 
after that, you will 
automatically down-
load the image when 
you click on the link.
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Three wishes
I would like to see three things:

Database: First and most important to me is 
a searchable database listing all the articles in every 
issue going back to the beginning.

Business: Second, I’d love to see more articles 
about the business of graphic design. I think many 
fine designers don’t make it as independents because 
there’s so much involved—billing, collections, con-
tracts, proposals, scopes—beyond design. 

Marketing: Third, it might be helpful to cover 
the topic of marketing. From writing headlines that 
grab to coordinating collateral materials, knowing 
how to identify and speak to the client’s target mar-
ket is essential knowledge for designers.

I really love what you are doing with this maga-
zine—I’ve tried them all and think DG is the best in 
the business. I read every one cover to cover, includ-
ing the ads. 
Terri Dunivant
San Luis Obispo, Calif.

Your request for a searchable database is welcome and 
timely, as we are in the fi rst stages of redoing our web-
site. It may take us a while to get to the point where we 
have a database … and going all the way back to the 
publication’s genesis will be a challenge.

Too many inserts
I’ve been a subscriber for several years and always 
enjoyed your magazine. However, I’m fi nding 
it more and more difficult to read the magazine 
because of all the card stock inserts that prevent me 
from fl ipping through it. These are irritating and in 
the way. Articles are interrupted by the inserts, and 
when I’m looking to browse for creative ideas, it’s 
almost impossible to do so.
Pat Swenson
Salt Lake City, Utah

All about the details
The article on page 77 of the Apr/May edition 
[V10N2, “Software Specific”] shows an aircraft in 
fl ight with its wheels down, ostensibly banking in 
preparation for a landing. Below is a layer of clouds, 
then the marriage of the two shots. The problem is, 
now the shot looks like the plane is climbing out of 
the clouds—which it would never do with its wheels 
down. It’s a detail—something designers need to 
pay attention to beyond playing with the software.
Larry Steinberg
Troy, Mich.

Say no to spam 
I just read the Apr/
May [V10N2] issue. 
On page 77, you 
highlight fonts and 
direct readers to 
www.fontface.com to 
download them free. 
Just want you to know 
that the Font Search 
area takes you to an 
advertising, spam-
developing direction 
where no one wants 
to be. When I head for 
a referral from DG, I’m 
primed to be pleased. 
Not the case here. 
Also, I’d look forward 
to a column called 
“On a Shoestring”—  
how can I be brilliant 
and creative with no 
money? Keep up the 
great work. Can’t wait 
for the scratch & sniff 
issue! I almost literally 
chew on every page 
of DG (I’m soy defi -
cient?) and respect 
what I read here.
Richard Stock
Los Angeles, Calif.

Thank you for writing. 
We did not experi-
ence this problem with 
this website because 
we went a different 
route. Try this: Go to 
www.fontface.com, 
and click Enter. Up 
at the top-left corner 
of the next page that 
comes up are the let-
ters A through Z . For 
the Calvin and Hobbes 
font, click C , and all 
the C fonts come up. 
Click on which kind of 
format you need, and 
it’s downloaded. We 
didn’t see one pop-up 
ad or marketing scam 
using this route. And 
thanks for your idea—
we will keep it in mind 
for future issues.

Look for this “free” 

icon within the

pages of the 

magazine. Then

visit www.dynamic

graphicsmagazine.

com/downloads for 

instructions on how 

to download your 

free images!

downloads
image

with
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From struggling musicians to up and coming businesses, we can handle all of your printing needs. We‘ll make

your printed materials look incredible, so you can focus on doing what you do best, running your business.

Think of what we could do for your business.
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OK, now I have a sense of where I 
got off track with my career and 
how I got burnt out. What steps 
can I take to get things moving in 

a positive direction?

DESIGN DYNAMICS |  Sheree Clark
Ask the Experts

Light Your Fire … or “You’re Fired”?
Taking the first steps to correct career 
burnout can be enlightening—Part 2 of 2.

In the last issue, we covered how you got to this 
point. To recap: Burnout is typically caused by an 
imbalance in one of three basic areas—mind, body, 
or spirit—or a combination of them. We learned 
that you stand a better chance of addressing your 
specific issues if you take the time to analyze why 
you’re feeling a loss of passion and enthusiasm.

Now, how to fix the problem: Remedies for 
burnout are as varied as the causes. While there are 
no sure-fire answers or guaranteed solutions, there 
are a number of things that can help you break the 
cycle of feeling “disconnected” from your career. The 
strategies below can help you get “unstuck” when the 
problem isn’t of drastic proportions, such as clinical 
depression or a serious chemical imbalance.

Mind fi xes
Learn in a group. Sign up for a class in … well, 
anything. Start with a one-shot cooking class 
offered through your public school system, or go on 
a weeklong learning adventure. The creative mind 
especially needs the stimulation that comes from 
new experiences. Make a goal to take a class or 
attend a workshop every quarter. The topic doesn’t 
matter as much as stretching your mind does.

Learn one on one. Many young people, when 
they’re just starting out, set up “informational inter-
views” with seasoned professionals to seek advice 
and gain insight into the design business. This can 
also work for those with more experience. Pick peo-
ple you admire, invite them to lunch, and ask about 
their life experiences. It’s amazing what can come
out of a candid conversation. Similarly, hiring a life 
coach might provide just the perspective you need.

Teach. Teaching is an energizing activity. Whether 
you’re working part-time for a college or giving a 
talk to other designers, sharing your knowledge can 

often be as rewarding for you as it is for others. (See 
my article “Create New Opportunities by Getting 
Out on the Stump,” in the Jan/Feb 2005 issue of 
STEP inside design for advice on public speaking.) 

Body fi xes
Embark on a physical challenge. An extreme 
example is a marathon or triathlon, but you don’t 
have to go that far to reap the benefits of setting and 
achieving a physical goal. Take a class in a new sport 
or join a team or league to get up and moving.

Change how you eat. Pick a healthy way to alter 
your eating habits and try it consistently for two 
weeks. Fourteen days without any sugar or caffeine, 
or two weeks as a vegetarian might convince you to 
look at nutrition differently. And whatever changes 
you make, drink more water; many people who 
suffer from fatigue are simply dehydrated.

Get “in touch.” Massage, healing touch, acupunc-
ture, etc. There are many high-touch healing arts 
and all have their proponents. Trying one—or 
better yet, a variety—may bring surprising results. 
There is in fact a mind/body connection, and it is 
often activated by the touch of a human hand.

Consult an expert. Seek the advice of profession-
als who help others perform at their physical best: 
nutritionists, personal trainers, holistic healers. 
These and others can help you explore new ways of 
thinking … and feeling. While you’re at it, pay a 
visit to your family practitioner for a full physical.

Spirit fi xes
Volunteer. Putting yourself outside of yourself is 
a tremendous way to gain insight. Many people 
already serve on high-profi le boards or chair events 
that bring acclaim. Try a different volunteer path—
one that isn’t overtly self-serving. Once they truly 
volunteer, people often discover the inspiring value 
that emerges from giving back to the community.

Find a support group. Contact a local counseling 
center or church and describe the type of group 
you’re looking for. Try several—they’re all different, 

Q
Recommended 
resources
100 Ways to Motivate 
Yourself, by Steve 
Chandler, $18.99, 
Career Press, www.
careerpress.com

The Artist’s Way: 
A Spiritual Path to 
Higher Creativity, 
by Julia Cameron, 
$40, Jeremy P. 
Tarcher, www.pen
guinputnam.com

The Book on Mind 
Management, by 
Dennis R. Deaton, 
$16.95, Timemax, 
www.amazon.com

Journey of the Soul, 
by Doris Klein, $28.95, 
Rowman & Littlefi eld, 
www.rowmanlittle
fi eld.com

The New Diary: How 
to Use a Journal for 
Self-Guidance and 
Expanded Creativity, 
by Tristine Rainer, 
$15.95, Jeremy P. 
Tarcher, www.pen
guinputnam.com

Unstuck: A Tool for 
Yourself, Your Team, 
and Your World, by 
Keith Yamashita 
and Sandra Spataro, 
$19.95, Portfolio, 
www.amazon.com
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and each has its own worth. Be open minded. For 
example, even if you don’t have an addiction, many 
groups such as Alcoholics Anonymous welcome 
interested people to their meetings (call ahead first).

Examine your faith. In today’s fast-paced society, 
spirituality often takes a backseat to more pressing 
matters. But a small imbalance in this area can eas-
ily snowball and require great effort to correct. Take 
time to reconnect with your beliefs—whatever they 
may be. Attend worship services, meditate, or escape 
to a retreat in a natural setting. If you’re unsure 
of your beliefs, explore new ways of gauging your 
worth in the world. Look into the options by read-
ing books on religion or taking a philosophy course.

Regardless of where you feel the imbalance, it’s 
generally true that these problems don’t go away on 
their own. There is truth in the saying, “If you keep 
doing what you’re doing, you’ll keep getting what 
you’ve got.” For most of us the key is to modify our 
current attitudes and behaviors.

A more serious option—though it may seem 
drastic—is to examine your career choices altogether. 
You may be burned out on your work environment 
or the practice of design itself … and there may be 
no remedy as long as you remain where you are. 
Many people have rediscovered their passion while 
exploring a second career. And as scary as change can 
be, it’s a lot better than continuing to live your life 
feeling disconnected. g

Sheree Clark (sheree
@saylesdesign.com) 
is managing partner 
of Sayles Graphic 
Design in Des Moines, 
Iowa; an author and 
speaker on organiza-
tional and business 
issues; and owner of 
Art/Smart Consulting, 
which provides busi-
ness strategies and 
self-promotion to 
creative professionals.      
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SMARTMOVES
What’s New

www.anvilpaper.com, www.rockpub.com

Pattern for success
Anvil Graphic Design 
of Redwood City, Calif., 
hasn’t just extended 
its brand, it’s leap-
frogged industries with 
hit products like gift 
wraps and its Newborn 
Survival Kit, available 
online and at retail-
ers nationwide. The 
pattern-driven Anvil 
style—traditional Asian 
motifs with a modern-
ist twist (and a taste of 
California whimsy)—is 
headed next into book 
form, with the Pattern 
+ Palette Sourcebook,
due from Rockport 
Publishers in July.

Win the Wally
Master the unique 
qualities of Yupo 
synthetic papers and 
win $1,000, national 
recognition, and a 
bunch of great stuff … 
but who cares about 
fortune and fame 
when a genuine Wally 
snow globe trophy 
is on the line? Yupo 
Corporation America 
announces the third 
annual Wally Awards 
competition, open 
to candidates from 
North and South 
America who submit 
a project created on 
Yupo paper within 
the last six years. 
Past entrants have 
employed Yupo’s 
bright, waterproof, 
and extremely durable 
qualities in print, 
packaging, maps, and 
other highly imagi-
native applications 
(last year’s Designer’s 
Choice award went 
to snorkeling guides 
for underwater use). 
Registration is free; 
deadline for submis-
sions is Sept. 15. 
www.yupo.com

Wanted: Colorist
Layout applications like QuarkXPress and Adobe 
InDesign include advanced capabilities for work-
ing with color, but creating a palette still means 
working outside the application. With Pantone’s 
Colorist, you can select Pantone Matching System
colors within your favorite application. Based on
the Pantone ColorWeb Pro, this enhanced version 
features the latest RGB and HTML values from
the coated library and enables color selection from 
the Adobe RGB color space for print or the sRGB
color space for the web. Free with purchase: Pick 
the perfect color scheme at inspireME, a dynamic 
web utility feature. www.pantone.com

Brand new bag (hat)
Simple, which bills itself as “a nice little shoe com-
pany,” believes that sharing is nice. That’s why 
they’re asking artists to submit designs for the next 
generation of their bag hat—a ball cap created 
mostly from post-consumer recycled paper and 
offered as part of the Simple Paper Bag Collection. 
The winning design will be featured on the hat with 
the chosen artist lauded on the product hangtag, 
catalogs, and Simple website. Between May 20 and 
June 24, artists can get the rules and download a 
CAD image of the cap at Simple’s website in the 
Simple Society section. Draw your design (color is 
OK) and submit. Simple. www.simpleshoes.com

Compiled by Anvil Graphic Design, Inc.
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continued from page 22

Don’t keep 
us guessing:
Share your thoughts.
Your opinions about Dynamic Graphics maga-
zine are very important to us, so we’re offering 
you the opportunity to share your views 
online. To take this brief survey, go to www.
dynamicgraphicsmagazine.com and look 
for the 8-ball icon. Click on it and you’ll go 
directly to the survey form.

Once you’ve taken the survey you may 
register for a drawing for a book that’s reviewed 
in this issue, Touch This: Graphic Design That 
Feels Good, from Rockport Publishers (see page 
94 for a review). 

It takes just a minute or two to complete 
the survey. It’s more reliable than ESP. You get 
to sound off, and you might win a great book.

Thoughts on criticism 
& makeovers

An artist is his own 
fault.
- John O’Hara

He who praises every-
body, praises nobody.
- James Boswell

In art, economy is 
always beauty.
- Henry James

Think of and look at 
your work as though 
it were done by your 
enemy.
- Samuel Butler

Don’t worry about 
people stealing your 
ideas. If your ideas 
are good, you’ll have 
to ram them down 
people’s throats.
- Howard Aiken

Creativity is allowing 
oneself to make mis-
takes. Art is knowing 
which ones to keep.
- The Dilbert Principle

Most people are more 
comfortable with old 
problems than with 
new solutions.
- Anonymous

Those serpents! 
There’s no pleasing 
them!
- Lewis Carroll

The hardest thing to 
see is what is in front 
of your eyes .
- Johann Wolfgang 
von Goethe

You can’t polish
a turd .
- David Reddig

Q: Should you take
the survey?

A: SIGNS POINT
TO YES.

Own the type, support the art
The Monotype Foundation, a new nonprofit dedi-
cated to worldwide advancement of the typographic 
arts, is offering type fanatics an opportunity to own 
a piece of typographic history.

The Foundation, established and supported by 
Monotype Imaging, will also be funded through the 
sale of exquisite reproductions of type drawings by 
legendary type designers. The first of these offerings
is Eric Gill’s original drawing of the Gill Sans Bold 
Extra Condensed typeface, designed in 1937 for 
Monotype. The reproduction shows the alphabet 
in both upper- and lowercase, including numerals 
and punctuation marks, with Gill’s own corrections, 
titling, and initials visible. The giclée digital fine art 
printing process was used to produce each piece on 
archival quality matte paper. Only 500 will be avail-
able at $200 each; commentaries about the designer 
are included.

Proceeds from the sale of reproductions will 
fund educational scholarships, research programs, 
seminars, and projects focused on the typographic 
arts. The Monotype Foundation will also provide 
grants to educational institutions, libraries, and 
museums dedicated to the typographic arts. www.
monotypeimaging.com

Eamesiana
Proving that good design is 
timeless, the Eames name 
seems to be everywhere these 
days. The revival of interest 
in Charles and Ray Eames is 
at least partly due to Neenah 
Paper’s launch of its Eames 
Paper Collection, with unique palettes and fi nishes 
that take inspiration from the legendary couple’s 
architecture, art, and furniture (the Painting pal-
ette is based on colors in Eames artworks, with an 
embossed fi nish similar to a painter’s canvas). The 
swatchbook by Design Guys (www.designguys.com) 
is a work of art in itself. Get one from your Neenah 
merchant, e-mail fi nepaper@neenahpaper.com, or 
visit www.neenahpaper.com/eames.
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Uncommon imagery for
intelligent design

All images © 2005 Thinkstock Images, a division of JupiterImages Corporation. Image #: C0036495

> www.thinkstock.com   888.646.1606
royalty-free simplicity
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MARKETING MATTERS |  Sandra J. Blum
Build Your Skill Set

Design for Persuasion
5 proven techniques for powerful 
and effective marketing design

Design that gets people to act—to come 
to an event, give to a cause, buy a 
product or service, or ask for informa-
tion—is an art in itself. Doing it suc-

cessfully is part science, part intuition, 
and part experience. You can’t learn intuition or get 
experience from a magazine article, but I can share 
with you what I’ve learned about the science.

1. Deconstruct the copy for “persuasion factors.”
The ability to persuade is built on ease of compre-
hension leading to interaction with your message. 
In other words, once the reader is hooked, going on 
to absorb the rest of the design says the reader has 
agreed to be persuaded. Your job is to make the per-
suasive argument immediately understandable.

To persuade, you must capture readers’ attention 
until they convince themselves. Deconstructing the 
copy for persuasion means deciding how to empha-
size the selling words and action words by size, color, 
repetition, and the use of imagery to summarize the 
value and emotional appeal of the copywriter’s intent.

Alice Williams Taus, longtime creative director 
at Rodale Publications and now a freelance designer, 
says, “Repetition is important in persuasion. Clever 
design allows the message to be repeated in different 
ways, until it becomes almost subliminal and im-
prints on the mind. Think about where the person 
starts and stops, where the hand will touch the mate-
rial and how the hands frame the message, and then 
what you want the person to feel and do—turn the 
page, tear out the coupon, fill out the order form.”

And by the way, putting quote marks, for any 
reason, in a headline or subhead increases readership.

2. Find the emotion that sells; or, how to avoid 
puppies, kittens, babies, and babes.
In all effective creative work that’s designed to per-
suade, emotion is employed and is appealed to either 
subliminally or blatantly. Identify the emotions that 
do two things:
•  Get attention for the ad, mailing, or website
• Keep driving the message home

Then select the images, the colors, and the type that 
immediately convey the emotional appeals.

Next, identify the benefit messages, and lead 
the eye to the benefit that links to the emotion. The 
design formula = Emotion to Benefit to Response.

And, actually, it is OK to use puppies, kittens, 
babies, and babes if all else fails.

3. Create “moments of decision” visually.
To start, describe to yourself in detail the act 
of responding. What makes the reader want to 
respond? How will he feel as he decides? What is the 
actual response mechanism? Does the reader pick up 
the phone? Go to the website? Send back a form?

Find the copy that describes the act of response 
and visually emphasize it. Make it stand out with 
symbols of value and text that emotionally sell.

Text that directs the reader to respond and 
information on how to respond need to be featured 
in places where the hand and the eye come to rest. 
Sometimes those spots will be natural or instinctive, 
like the bottom-right corner of a page. But just as 
often your design will direct the viewer’s eye.

Add visual elements that literally point where 
to respond, leading from page to page or element to 
element. Arrows, rules, swaths of color are all visual 
forms that support the response impulse.

Counterintuitive tricks like including a sticker 
that gets moved to a response card help lead the hand 
to the spot that triggers response in the layout.

4. Practice weird science (designus interruptus).
Design elements that cause the reader to go “huh?” 
momentarily can subconsciously refresh attention 
and arouse curiosity. These should be subtle—not 
like suddenly leading an elephant into the room.

Doing something slightly visually uncomfort-
able—like covering part of a face, printing a faux 
sticky note over a face, or putting a headline across 
the fold in a brochure—can be a powerful device to 
keep readers attentive without stopping the flow.

5. Use the science.
In designing for persuasion, don’t let the desire to be 
original persuade you to forgo techniques proven to 
be effective. Adding these techniques to your reper-
toire can activate your talent in new ways and allow 
you to create design that powerfully persuades. g

Power words for per-
suasion and attention
Now, Today, Immedi-
ately, Free, Money,  
Love, Safe, Proven, 
Results, Discover, 
Learn, Know, Under-
stand, You, Protect, 
Trust, Powerful, Help, 
Profi t, Easy, Today, 
Secret(s), Health, 
Guarantee, Exclusive

Recommended 
resources
Infl uence: Science 
and Practice, by 
Robert B. Cialdini, 
$21.99, Allyn & Bacon, 
www.ablongman.com

Designing Direct 
Mail That Sells, by 
Sandra J. Blum, 
North Light Books, 
www.blumdirect.com

In this issue we intro-
duce our newest 
columnist, Sandra 
J. Blum. Author of 
Designing Direct Mail 
That Sells, she has 
created winning cam-
paigns and market-
ing communications 
for clients such as 
National Geographic 
Society, The Atlantic, 
JPMorgan Chase, 
Smithsonian, and 
ACNielsen. She is a 
noted speaker at con-
ferences and consults 
on business strategy 
and market develop-
ment. Learn more at 
www.blumdirect.com.
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Healthy: nutritious, desirable, fit, 
organic, active, energetic, pure

Natural light, soothing melodies, and 
peaceful meditation are synonymous 
with a healthy, spiritual lifestyle. Also 
related to a nourishing, organic envi-
ronment are cool, neutral colors such 

as blues, greens, and browns. With growing empha-
sis on a fi t body and mind, a healthy color palette 
may be just what your project needs.

Illustrator, fine artist, and graphic designer Brian 
Raszka often focuses on a nature theme, or the bal-
ance between man and nature, in his work. He has 
done many illustrations for magazines, this one (top 
right) for a feature story in the NAMI (National 
Alliance for the Mentally Ill) California Connection 
medical journal. The story focuses on the human 
brain and its hold on reality, which Raszka conveyed 
with a flower to signify fragility, maps to reflect
information, and clouds to denote the challenges of 
human understanding. 

Raszka usually uses the article he’s illustrating 
as a starting point, lending a personal touch in his 
work rather than translating the story literally. “I like 
to use natural elements as metaphors in an illustra-
tion—clouds, leaves, sun, water,” Raszka says. “These 
things can have different meanings depending on the 
context they’re in.”

Working with muted, neutral tones, Raszka will 
add a bright shot of color to direct the viewer to the 
most important part of the piece and add energy. He 
also infuses texture in his work: “I like to make illus-
trations look like they have been out in the weather 
for a while,” he says. “It gives depth like one would 
see in nature.” Raszka uses mostly Photoshop and 
sometimes Illustrator, along with several types of 
media (photos, old line art, drawings, painted tex-
tures, found imagery) to achieve his unique look. g
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COLOR ON CALL 
Trouble-Free Palettes

Heart and soul
This illustration by 
Brian Raszka weighs 
in on the human brain
and its fragile nature.
Visit www.brianraszka.
com to see more of 
Raszka’s work.

Purest of pure
About 60 percent of 
the body is water, so 
images like this natu-
rally imply nutrition, 
and are also thought 
to sooth and refresh. 
Image 22643256, 
Goodshoot, www.
creatas.com
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Symbols
Get health-conscious 
messages across with 
symbols like a scale, 
food pyramid, fl owers, 
vegetables, or plants. 
Image 22640006,
Rubberball, www.
creatas.com

Fonts 
Zothique (natural), is
free at www.fontface.
com; Dorothea (clean) 
and Bandolero (pure)
can be found at www.
fonts.com; and ITC 
Avant Garde Gothic 
(energy) is available at 
www.ITCfonts.com.

Images
Find the perfect 
image of health by 
searching terms like 
these: massage, fruit, 
vegetable, fi sh, exer-
cise, nature, water, 
juice, youth, baby, 
grass, leaf, hygiene, 
rosy, herb, active, ath-
letic, muscular, fresh, 
strength, yoga, medi-
tation. Keep your mes-
sage simple. Image 
22665058, Stockbyte, 
www.creatas.com

Pattern/Texture
Organic images of 
herbs, grains, fruit, 
vegetables, running 
water, snow, beans, 
or vitamins naturally 
provide texture. Image 
22762346 (free at 
www.dynamicgraphics
magazine.com/down
loads), Creatas, 
www.creatas.com
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Providing high-quality graphic and web 
design, Graphmaster Media & Design 
caters to Roswell, N.M., clients in need 

of a professional, creative eye. Owner 
Juliana Halvorson therefore wants her logo to be 

redesigned to show current and potential clients that 
although her shop is small, they can still come to her 
for great design. 

“I need my clients to realize that there is a 
professional organization in the area, so they don’t 
have to go to another state to get these services,” 
she says. “I’d like to increase recognition and pro-
mote Graphmaster as a leader in the market.” 
Graphmaster’s current logo was created over four 
years ago, and Halvorson worries that it’s beginning 
to look dated. She also thinks bold, primary colors 
will work better than the pastels of the current logo.

DG designer Melissa Stauffer began her redesign 
of Graphmaster’s logo with sketches leading her in 
several directions. “The idea was to make this iden-
tity more professional, but still creative,” she notes. 
“My goal was a simple, clean design overall.” Stauffer
chose a font that is nicely rounded, Helvetica Neue 
35 Thin. Instead of just using the font as is, she 
trimmed the edges of the h and m to add character. 

Stauffer knew she wanted red for the new logo 
color. “Red is a powerful, dominating color that can’t 
be missed,” she explains. For a coordinating color, 
she experimented first with greens and blues. “Green 
made the logo look too festive and blue made it seem 
too patriotic, so instead I recommend a soft second-
ary color, like taupe,” says Stauffer. “Since the logo is 
redesigned as lowercase, I suggest making everything 
in Graphmaster’s identity suite lowercase for consis-
tency, like the website, address, and tagline.” 

MAKEOVERS |  Identity

Designer: Melissa Stauffer

Graphmaster
A well-rounded logo puts a design 
shop ahead of the curve.

1. Original logo
“It seems dated and 
not catchy enough,” 
says Graphmaster 
owner Juliana Halvor-
son of her company’s 
current look.

2. Redesign
Clean with simple 
lines, the new logo is 
streamlined, modern, 
and professional.

3. Options
DG ’s Melissa Stauffer 
sketched these ideas 
before going with a 
simple, rounded look.

4. Font
Stauffer used Hel-
vetica Neue 35 Thin 
because it nicely fi lls 
Halvorson’s request 
that the new logo 
“not only stand out, 
but look professional 
and modern.” 

5. Colors
A combination of red 
and taupe is a strong 
choice for a bold, eye-
catching palette. 

1
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Because consumers often associate a
business with its logo (think of Mc-
Donald’s golden arches or Nike’s 
swoosh), having an identity with a 
strong, memorable presence is impor-

tant. Mona Kail of Vitamin Cottage Natural 
Grocers understands this, so she’s looking to revamp 
her store’s logo. The company has been around for 
50 years, but its logo hasn’t stood the test of time. 
“We are growing so fast our image has to evolve,” 
Kail explains. Her vision: a simpler, more attrac-
tive emblem that reproduces easily—and inexpen-
sively—in all marketing environments.

Designer Ashley Haffner tackled the revi-
sion process with these concerns in mind: Vitamin 
Cottage’s current logo is costly to reproduce due to 
its full-color scale, and the black-and-white version—
used for business cards, envelopes, and letterhead—
doesn’t leave a lasting impression. “The original logo 
is too complicated,” she says. 

Haffner began by adopting an altogether new 
image. “I started with the house idea, but soon real-
ized that showing just a house is too generic,” she 
explains. “It could be mistaken for a home mortgage 
or realty logo.” After a few preliminary creations, 
the designer decided to emphasize the company’s 
distinctive attributes by placing a vitamin pill where 
the doorway should be. “I think this gives the house 
a modern look with a twist,” she explains. “It looks 
like a door, so it has a welcoming feeling, and the 
vitamin part stands out as well.”

The final redesign combines elements of crea-
tivity, simplicity, unity, and—most importantly—
personality. Vitamin Cottage Natural Grocers now 
has a logo option that represents the business the 
right way—naturally. g

Designer: Ashley Haffner

Vitamin Cottage, Take 1
A natural grocer is at home 
with its new identity.

1. Original logo
This natural grocer’s 
logo was complex, 
costly to reproduce, 
and wasn’t memorable 
reproduced in a black-
and-white format. 

2. Redesign
Clean lines, basic 
fonts, and an identifi -
able image make up 
this simple yet pur-
poseful new logo. Turn 
to page 42 to see the 
new logo used in a 
brochure makeover.

3. Options
Keeping a cottage 
image was important 
to connect with the 
company’s name, 
but designer Ashley 
Haffner felt a generic 
house image might be 
misinterpreted, so she 
placed a vitamin in 
lieu of the door.

4. Fonts
Basic fonts CG Omega 
and Verdana easily 
lend themselves to a 
variety of applications. 

5. Colors
Bright, modern hues 
used sparingly call 
attention to the logo. 
These colors also 
refl ect the products 
offered by the store.
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Sweetwater County Events
Icons help create a simple, yet 
graphically appealing logo.

When your marketing voice 
touts your business as “the 

happening place!” you need a 
logo with the same enthusiasm 

and presentation. The Sweetwater 
County Events Complex is a busy place, holding 
events from equestrian to motor sports and trade 
shows. Sweetwater marketing director Chad Banks 
feels that the current logo “doesn’t say what we do.” 
He’d like the logo to be simpler, but graphically say 
more about the complex. “It should be easily identifi -
able with us,” Banks says. 

DG creative director Michael Ulrich was able 
to capture the essence of Sweetwater in his redesign 
of its logo. In the early stages of conception, Ulrich 
devised logos incorporating iconic images like horses, 
music, and racing. He simplified these icons and 
applied them to a more formal image in his new 
logo. It completes the Sweetwater brand with a 
mountain image set off with two icons that can be 
replaced to represent various events.

“We currently use full color, but we would like 
the new design to have only two or three colors,” 
Banks suggests. With this in mind, Ulrich applied 
only a soft, chocolate brown from the original logo 
combined with a steadfast gray to the redesign. 
Together they are warm, inviting, and more cost-
effective for Sweetwater.

Ulrich paired a clear, serif font, Egyptian MT 
Extended, with an equally legible sans serif, News 
Gothic MT Bold, for the company name in his rede-
sign. The entire logo will maintain a clear presenta-
tion when viewed at both large and small sizes. This 
allows potential facility renters and event attendees to 
easily recognize what Sweetwater has to offer. g

MAKEOVERS |  Identity

Designer: Michael Ulrich 

1. Muddied original
“When reproduced 
at a smaller size, it 
tends to look more 
like a blob,” says 
Sweetwater marketing 
director Chad Banks 
of the current logo.   

2. Clear redesign
DG creative direc-
tor Michael Ulrich’s 
redesign is a strong 
balance between the 
older version with the 
mountain and the new 
direction using icons.

3. Early options
Discarded variations 
included mountains or 
iconic event images—
Ulrich’s redesign suc-
cessfully applies both.

4. Fonts
Ulrich paired a serif 
font, Egyptian MT 
Extended, with leg-
ible sans serif News 
Gothic MT Bold. Both 
were chosen for their 
clear reproduction at 
all sizes. 

5. Colors
A soft, chocolate 
brown from the origi-
nal logo is partnered 
with gray in the fi nal 
design. Going to only 
two colors will save 
the complex money. 
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Riverside Unified School District 
A logo gets back to its roots with a 
simple representation.

A logo should immediately convey the 
purpose of an organization—not the case 
for the current logo of the Riverside 

Unified School District (RUSD). “It’s 
far too busy!” Dianna Pavia, manager 

of Communications and Public Relations for RUSD, 
exclaims. “It’s impossible to make out the various 
design elements, much less understand their signifi -
cance. It doesn’t say anything about our purpose, 
which is education.” 

Designer Mandy Barrett had a tall order to fill
in this identity redesign. “The perfect design would 
be as simple as it is evocative,” Pavia suggests. “It 
would identify the organization’s focus on educa-
tion and student achievement. The design could also 
relate to our geographical area.” In addition, RUSD’s 
technical limitations in reproduction vary, so it needs 
an effective logo that works well in full-, two-, and 
one-color versions. 

Barrett wanted to combine the ideas of educa-
tion and location, so she paired a figure representing 
a student with an orange and green tree represent-
ing the groves of the area. Her logo redesign meets 
RUSD’s need to print, at times, in black and white 
or in full color. Barrett also notes, “The bright colors 
show a more progressive and contemporary look.”

The designer selected Myriad Bold and Lucida 
Handwriting, two sans serif fonts, to emphasize the 
type of writing that is learned in school. She incorpo-
rated the tagline “Striving for excellence!” to establish 
a mission for the school district in general, as well 
as for the student as an individual. The result of this 
much-simplified logo is that at first glance, one can 
easily tell what RUSD is. g

Designer: Mandy Barrett

1. Original concerns
Far from simple, 
RUSD’s current logo 
has several indistin-
guishable elements 
and doesn’t readily 
convey its purpose.  

2. New version
Designer Mandy 
Barrett focused on 
two visual elements: 
a student and an 
orange tree, which 
the area is known 
for. Symbolically, the 
student and tree both 
reach high to refl ect 
the new tagline.

3. Options
Other ideas combine 
apples and oranges 
to represent RUSD’s 
diverse community, 
and a star signifying 
educational merit. 

4. Fonts
Sans serifs Myriad 
Bold and Lucida 
Handwriting illustrate 
the styles of handwrit-
ing learned in school. 

5. Colors
Barrett chose orange 
and green for their 
easy connection to 
the local groves. 
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A design dream: Make over a multidis-
ciplinary firm’s promotion, with no 
budget restrictions or limitations. We 

hit the mother lode when we received 
a makeover promotion entry from 

Doeren Mayhew, a company which markets itself 
as a combination of a “trusted fi nancial advisor, a 
savvy tax wizard, a business strategist, a technologi-
cal guru, an insurance expert, a payroll and person-
nel manager, and a close, personal friend.”

Once creative director Michael Ulrich stopped 
drooling over the myriad design possibilities handed 
to him, he offered preliminary advice to Caroleigh 
Zawacki-Fulcher, graphic designer for the company. 
“They are on the right track, but the piece isn’t 
delivering the message of their tagline, ‘Personal. 
Proactive. Progressive,’” he says. “The images are a 
mix of illustration and dissimilar photography, the 
typography is schizophrenic, and the copy isn’t driv-
ing home the concept.”

He continues: “They are confusing ‘We are a 
full-service company’ with ‘Here’s a list of everything 
we do.’ The former is an important concept that 
needs to be supported by tight copy, compelling 
photography, and a beautiful design. The latter is a 
simple listing in the back of a capabilities brochure.” 
Ulrich suggests that Doeren Mayhew spend its 
money on rights-managed photography and a good 
copywriter rather than the oversized, complicated 
folder, vellum flysheets, and special paper sizes. The 
rights-managed photography will provide consistency 
and quality, while good copy will focus more on 
what makes the company so unique and necessary.

Ulrich selected ITC Galliard for the headlines 
and body copy, and Helvetica Neue 35 Thin for 
the intro sentences. He chose a textured folder and 
suggests the brochure be an 8- to 12-page, saddle-
stitched, four-color piece on plain white paper.

“Simple design and sophisticated design often 
go hand in hand,” notes the designer. “I’ve kept it 
simple—first by centering on readers making eye 
contact with the subjects of the photos, then tran-
sitioning up to the tagline preparing them for what 
they will learn about Doeren Mayhew.” g

MAKEOVERS |  Promotion

Designer: Michael Ulrich

Doeren Mayhew
Money well spent is important in 
communicating a firm’s personality.

1. Original piece
Doeren Mayhew 
designer Caroleigh 
Zawacki-Fulcher 
wants to articulate 
that the fi rm is a 
“one-stop shop for all 
professional business 
needs,” but DG cre-
ative director Michael 
Ulrich thinks the cur-
rent promo is too con-
fusing to do so. His 
main concern is con-
sistency throughout 
the piece.

2. Fonts
Ulrich chose a mixture 
of serif (ITC Galliard 
Roman and Bold) and 
sans serif (Helvetica 
Neue 35 Thin) type 
throughout the piece.

Colors
Zawacki-Fulcher told 
us that there were 
no color limitations 
except the logo had to 
be in black and Refl ex 
Blue, so Ulrich took 
advantage of photog-
raphy. Because the 
images are so vibrant 
by themselves, he 
selected a white page 
for text. 

Paper suggestions
Exact Gloss Coated 
100-lb. text in 89 
brightness white from 
Wausau Papers (www.
wausaupapers.com). 
Pinstripe Folder in 
slate from Jam Paper 
(www.jampaper.com).

1
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�

P E R S O N A L

P R O A C T I V E

P R O G R E S S I V E

�

We offer a full menu of business services that are 

individually tailored to meet the needs of every 

ient, including:
t Services

become a trusted advisor 

partner with our clients 

standing within our industry:

• An 

American 
nce 1980.

For more than seven decades, Doeren Mayhew 

guided businesses and individuals, helping them to 

prosper in the ever-changing global marketplace. As a 

certif ied public accounting and consulting firms, 

provides unsurpassed business expertise crit ical to 

closely held companies and non-profit institutions. 

6. Pull quotes
In this fast-paced 
business world, peo-
ple often don’t have 
time to read every 
detail in a company’s 
promotion. Make it 
easy for them to know 
what your business 
is about at a glance. 
Ulrich maintained 
the pull-out quotes 
describing Doeren 
Mayhew’s attributes—
this will stick in the 
audience’s minds.

�
P E R S O N A LP R O A C T I V EP R O G R E S S I V E

�

Doeren Mayhew 

Doeren Mayhew is firmly committed to providing 
close, personal contact, continous communication 
and long-term continuity between our principals 
and our clients—attributes you’re unlikely to find
in mega fi rms.

This personal commitment extends from the high-

est level down within Doeren Mayhew, meaning that 

our principals as well as our professional staff main-

tain a constant hands-on relationship with clients. 

Of equal importance, our directors, managers and 

professional staff are committed to the art of com-

munication—not only between Doeren Mayhew and 

our clients, but among ourselves as well. 

This constant exchange of information and access 

to resources means that we draw from many business 

practices and areas of expertise to provide you with 

innovative and valuable solutions. The unique man-

ner in which we conduct our business also has re-

sulted in no turnover among our principals over the 

last 15 years, enabling us to maintain long-standing 

continuity with our clients and further cementing 

our relationships with them.

It is this commitment—to close contact, to com-

munication, to continuity and to our clients’ suc-

cess—that has enabled Doeren Mayhew to attain 

our unique standing within our induatry.

Through our personal commitment, we’re able to 

deliver our clients all the benefi ts of a “small fi rm” 

relationship, with access to the resources and capa-

bilities offered by large international accounting and 

consulting forms.

With more than 200 employees, Doeren Mayhew ranks as one 
of Michigan’s largest Certif ied Public Accounting and Consulting 
firms. It is not our size, however, but our sense of personal commit-
ment and passion that enables us to forge long-term relationships 
with our clients built on mutual trust—and mutual success.

�

P E R S O N A L
�

3. Folder design
The belly band on the 
folder is the only piece 
that showcases the 
Doeren Mayhew logo 
because Ulrich thinks 
it’s most important for 
people to make the 
connection between 
the fi rm’s name and 
what it does. “Logos 
function best as sig-
natures and as brand-
ing reinforcement, 
not as text,” he notes. 
He placed the logo 
on both sides of the 
band, as well as on the 
back of the brochure.

4. Copy
“Edit, edit, edit,” says 
Ulrich regarding copy. 
“Consistency con-
veys that the piece is 
well planned. Doeren 
Mayhew’s team 
shouldn’t vary from 
this theme—including 
copy. They need the 
same amount of text, 
within a line or two, 
on every spread.”

candid photographs 
best refl ect the 
company’s person-
ality, and suggests 
similar cropping and 
sizing to maintain his 
theme of consistency. 
Images 22621650 
and 22621013, Photis, 
www.picturequest.com

5. Photography
When a budget allows
for four colors and 
professional photog-
raphy, it’s best to run
with it. Ulrich further 
recommends rights-
managed images 
for the consistency 
and exclusivity they 
offer. He notes that 
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Pate Engineers, Inc., has a lot on its 
plate. Offering a full range of civil 
engineering services from planning and 

studies to survey to design to construc-
tion management, Pate’s promotional materials 

need to explain plenty.
This is just one of the reasons marketing coor-

dinator Danika LaBrant wants a redesign of Pate’s 
main promotion. “The inside leaves little or no space 
to describe technical expertise,” she says. “The whole 
thing screams in-house production. The color doesn’t 
bleed to the edge, and the front graphic blends into 
the background.” She’d like something simple, with 
dramatic graphic elements to draw readers’ eyes to 
various areas of expertise.

Enter designer Mandy Barrett to give this 
promo the makeover it deserves. “I immediately 
noticed how busy the logo was, and I couldn’t under-
stand the diamond pattern,” she notes. “It looked 
like a mistake to me.” She straightened up the dia-
mond and shrunk it down, dumping the excess cover 
graphics. “Now they have a nice, clean logo, which 
will generate better name recognition,” she explains. 
“It’s not necessary to use it all over the piece—if it’s 
functional, it will be remembered.” 

Barrett maintained the logo font Pate uses, Arial 
Black, because it goes well with her other choices of 
Eurostile and Gill Sans, which she chose for simplic-
ity. “I wanted clean, thin lines,” she says. “Pate cur-
rently uses a condensed font for the copy, which can 
be difficult to read when copy is heavy.”

The piece had to stick with Pate’s colors, PMS 
540 and 1245, and Barrett had no problem with 
that. “Pate creates name recognition through its col-
ors,” she says. “I used them differently—instead of 
mostly blue, I wanted to draw attention with mostly 
yellow.” She suggests that Pate make use of screens, 
rather than using colors always at 100 percent. 

Lastly, Barrett added interest to the copy-heavy 
piece by turning it on its side. The inside—basically 
a list of projects—doubles as a poster that can be 
posted in the office or at trade shows. g

MAKEOVERS |  Promotion

Designer: Mandy Barrett

Pate Engineers, Inc.
An information-packed promo 
doesn’t have to be busy.

1. Original piece
Designer Mandy 
Barrett thinks the Pate 
logo is too busy, and 
she can’t decipher the 
cover graphics. The 
inside of the piece is 
text-heavy and dull.

2. Photos
Pate needs more 
exciting images in its 
promo. “They could 
have a photographer 
out at each site to 
catch an interesting 
shot of current proj-
ects,” she says.

3. Fonts
The Arial Black Pate 
currently uses in its 
logo is kept in the 
redesign, as it goes 
well with the simple 
fonts Barrett chose—
Eurostile for headlines 
and Gill Sans for copy. 

4. Colors
It was necessary to 
maintain PMS 540 
and 1245 in the piece. 
Barrett implemented 
these colors, but 
reversed their roles so 
the yellow was more 
prominent. She also 
made use of screens.

Paper suggestion
If poster format is 
used: durable, syn-
thetic Yupo 86-lb. 
cover in white (www.
yupo.com)

1
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Infrastructure can be called the backbone of civilization. It provides mostly invisible systems 
that support the basic needs of commerce, transportation and quality of living.  In today’s 
busy climate it is more important than ever to be able to turn to one resource which can 
then turn to multiple outlets and ensure consistency and quality in every aspect of a project 
from conceptualization to fruition. Pate Engineers focuses on the creation of custom solu-
tions to resolve urban infrastructure issues. 

Pate Engineers, Inc. (PATE) draws it all together by demonstrating excellence in multiple 
stages of development.  PATE has proven success in planning, survey, design and construction 
management. For 30 years PATE has been proud to provide engineering services to local, 
regional and national, public and private clients.  In defi ning excellence and quality PATE com-
mits to each client responsiveness, reliability, resourcefulness and results.  Teams derived of 
multiple disciplines and varied experiences integrate these values to support each client and 
provide custom solutions for unique projects.

Established in 1970 as a sole proprietorship, PATE has grown to more than 260 employees 
including 83 engineers, 47 of whom are licensed in Texas. PATE headquarters in Houston, 
Texas and supports offi ces in Dallas, Austin, Fort Worth, Arlington and San Antonio. PATE 
offers proven experience, results and growth.

• Planning Studies & Evaluations
• Technical and Economical Feasibility Reports
• Street Rehabilitation Studies / Designs
• Thoroughfare, Highway and Roadway Planning/  
 Design
• Drainage Designs
• Flood Studies
• Water Treatment Plants and Distribution   
 Systems Planning/Design
• Wastewater Treatment Plants and Collection  
 Systems Planning/Design
• Utility Relocation Investigations and Designs
• Capital Improvement Program Development
• Project Management
• Construction Management/Field Observation
• Survey

servicesPate Engineers, Inc.

Public Works Projects

PATE has experience providing proven solutions with a variety of options for consideration by public and 
private planners when evaluating the rehabilitation, expansion or creation of new water systems.  PATE 
has planned, designed and managed the construction of water supply, distribution, storage and treatment 
projects for communities across Texas.

PATE has developed water storage tank programs for cities large and small.  More than 150 tanks ranging 
in size from 25,000 gallons to 12.5 million gallons have been inspected, rehabilitated or replaced over 
the past eight years. PATE designed the fi rst elevated composite water storage tank and the fi rst ground 
storage tank that included a geodesic dome for the City of Houston.

PATE’s experience working with regional planning studies has built relationships with Flood Control 
Districts, the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality and other state and local agencies. PATE 
designs blend function and innovation to meet the demands of managing water fl ows to protect people, 
property and the environment.

PATE’s demonstrated resourceful problem solving to design a fl ood control project in Texas City, Texas. 
After extensive research, members of the fi rm traveled to The Netherlands to compare ideas with other 
solutions to similar problems. The resulting design incorporated the fi rst use of screw pumps to control 
storm surge in the United States.  Each screw is 60 feet long, 12 feet in diameter and when operating, 
turns slowly at about 20 revolutions per minute.  

PATE’s experience in planning, designing and managing the construction of wastewater collection, pump-
ing and treatment systems, as well as waste sludge processing and disposal systems, places PATE in a 
premier position to anticipate community concerns and regulatory requirements. Internal resources 
allow PATE to develop reliable implementation plans and coordinate client, community and regulatory 
involvement.

PATE designed this regional wastewater treatment plant on Upper Brays, which was constructed in 
phases.  This new wastewater system provides diversions from the 30,000-acre service area from the 
City of Houston’s West District Wastewater Treatment Plant. The initial phase of construction was a 
two-MGD plant which was later expanded to handle 18 MGD.

PATE’s experience with clients such as the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT), municipali-
ties, counties and land developers demonstrates adaptability to work with adjacent and/or over lapping 
jurisdictions. 

This urban surface street project consists of a two-mile, six-lane divided roadway with bike lanes located 
near downtown Dallas. Paving, drainage, water and wastewater utility improvements were designed for 
approximately 11,000 linear feet along the roadway from Stemmons Freeway to the Chicago and Rock 
Island Railroad. Additional services included surveys, grading, storm drainage, utility adjustment, traffi c 
safety and intersection design. Utility service lines and drive approaches were also adjusted.

Blending educational and recreational values into park facilities that serve communities as well as the 
environment, PATE offers specialized planning and impact analyses. PATE’s experience includes designs for 
intramural athletic fi elds, water gardens, playground facilities, pavilion facilities and hike and bike trails.

PATE provided engineering and surveying services in connection with the conceptual phase planning of 
this park. The proposed facilities include a hike and bike trail, a water garden, entry road and parking lot. 
Services include hydraulic modeling of Oyster Creek and low lying water crossings to determine the 
extent of modifi cations to crossings; and preparation of presentation materials for review by the City 
including the civil engineering components of the conceptual plan and cost estimates.

City of Alvin
City of Arlington
Brownsville Public Utility Board
City of Conroe
City of Dallas
City of Duncanville
City of Frisco

City of Galveston
City of Houston
City of Jersey Village
City of Lake Jackson
City of League City
City of Missouri City
San Antonio Water System

water systems

drainage systems

wastewater systems

roadways

parks

municipal markets
City of Stafford
City of Sugar Land
City of Sulphur Springs
City of Tomball
City of Texas City
City of Webster
City of Willis
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5. Poster format
To make this promo 
piece stand out, 
Barrett rotated the 
layout. This way, the 
inside portion resem-
bles a poster, which 
makes better use of 
the large amount of 
information on proj-
ects and services. The 
center of the layout 
can be adjusted to 
make room for hole 
punches, which Danika 
LaBrant of Pate says 
are sometimes needed 
for binders.

6. More info
Barrett was able to 
fi t more information 
about Pate, especially 
on its various areas 
of expertise, by mak-
ing the type smaller. 
This made room for a 
callout next to each 
image for extra info. 

7. Headlines
“Titles don’t always 
have to be in bold 
font,” Barrett advises. 
These headlines are 
clean and simple.

8. Logo update
“You shouldn’t look 
at a piece and think 
that someone made 
a mistake,” says 
Barrett. “I don’t mind 
the concept of Pate’s 
diamond logo, but I 

PATE ENGINEERS

visualization to realization

Public Works

PATE ENGINEERS

don’t understand why 
it’s not put together 
properly. So I had 
to change it.” She 
cleaned up the logo 
to make it more func-
tional and to generate 
name recognition.

5
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The Logan Wintergarden Series—aka 
Music at Noon—is an annual concert 

series presented by Penn State Erie, The 
Behrend College. The series’ purpose is to 
expose students and community members 

to chamber music in a comfortable, informal set-
ting. All events are promoted by an assortment of 
postcards, posters, and booklets.

While not entirely displeased with the cur-
rent look of her materials, on-site designer Martha 
Campbell would like to see each piece project a 
stronger identity, especially since posters placed on 
campus bulletin boards are in constant competition 
for visibility. Campbell explains, “The perfect design 
would be highly sophisticated yet playful, and be 
strong enough to command attention.”

Designer Mandy Barrett agrees. “The original 
pieces, while cohesive in design, lack the ability to 
connect to the target audiences. The poster needs to 
stand out … and with the monotone color of the 
paper and printing, nothing really pops.”

Music at Noon targets a diverse audience—from 
elementary schoolkids to college students and com-
munity members—so these materials must appeal to 
the masses. Barrett decided to concentrate on find-
ing a way to make the series’ memorable moniker 
stand out. She began by choosing Copperplate for 
the main font because it includes square dots for the 
i—these help tie the text with the box-like frames 
outlining each picture. Next, she carefully considered 
how to best position the series title. Her solution was 
to place music vertically to stimulate immediate visual 
interest. The positioning “gets people to stop and 
look, because they cock their heads to the side.”

Adopting a bold, two-color scheme and incor-
porating additional photographs help the materials 
gain the visibility they need. The final designs main-
tain their initial cohesive look—but the new possi-
bilities pack more punch by injecting a bit of vibrant 
personality into each piece. g

MAKEOVERS |  Announcement

Designer: Mandy Barrett

Music at Noon
College concert series gets prepped 
for a more inviting visual presence.

1. Original series
This collection of 
promotional pieces is 
attractive but lacks 
the “wow” factor that 
makes people want to 
take a closer look.

2. Photography
Images of musical 
instruments from liq-
uidlibrary are used 
as accent points in 
each piece. www.
liquidlibrary.com 

3. Fonts
Designer Mandy 
Barrett used Copper-
plate 33bc for the 
headlines and Tahoma 
Regular for body 
copy. “I liked the look 
of serif and sans serif 
fonts competing for 
dominance at the 
top,” she says.

4. Colors
A trendier palette 
works well for both 
the typefaces and 
images selected. The 
light blue accents the 
darker hues nicely.

Paper suggestions
The Carnival line 
(Smart Papers) offers 
various fi nishes and 
weights, and will pro-
vide additional cohe-
sion to the group. 
www.smartpapers.com

1
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7. Booklet/unity
The booklet’s cover 
mirrors the poster and 
postcard, creating a 
sense of unity among 

each of the series’ 
promotional pieces. 
The new layouts bal-
ance text and images 
in each spread.

5. Two-color options
Quality design needn’t 
be sacrifi ced to 
accommodate a small 
budget. These other
two-color options 
provide plenty of 
visual stimulation.

6. Postcards/poster
All materials are 
printed in-house, so 
budget restrictions 
must be considered. 
Each item features a 
basic, yet attractive 
two-color format. To 
limit costs Barrett also 
suggests using light-
weight gloss stock for 
the posters.

Zinio
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“I want something that begs to be picked up,” 
says Valerie Hulbert of Continental Baptist 
Missions’ (CBM) publications department. 
“These five main informational brochures get 
mailed out as a set to all applicants. They also 

are used for display purposes in conferences and as 
general informational briefs when the need arises.”

Since the brochures are a set, they need cohe-
sion. “The color schemes work together but lean 
toward boring and lifeless,” admits Hulbert. She says 
the title lettering lacks character and though the text 
is necessary, it’s “packed in,” making it difficult to 
read. “I feel they fall short as far as personality and 
tangibility,” says Hulbert.

DG designer Cami Schaill’s goal was to convert 
the brochures into a series with a modern feel, using 
four-color processing, photographs, and fonts that 
are modern, such as Infinity ST, and readable, like 
Frutiger. Schaill achieved this transformation with 
vibrant colors she thinks “will speak to readers and 
make them want to take a look at it.” 

CBM’s voice needs to be clearly represented in 
the pieces. With over 60 years of service, the group 
stays faithful to its past and has a strong vision for 
its future. Keeping with its conservative yet “on-the-
move” identity, Schaill feels a natural approach would 
be suitable. “When I think of a ‘building ministry,’ 
I think of new beginnings, new lives, and new paths 
to go down,” she says. “I also think of the material 
used, such as wood, and the many hands that are 
used to create such structures.”

Schaill succeeded in creating Hulbert’s “dream 
design” that “reflects CBM’s ministry in the 21st cen-
tury, making the most of four-color processing and 
photographs, modern fonts, readable text, and bold 
but balanced colors.” g

MAKEOVERS |  Brochure

Designer: Cami Schaill

Continental Baptist Missions
An organization seeks unity among 
members as well as in its brochures.

1. Original series
“We wanted modern 
appeal for the bro-
chures, but missed
the mark,” says Val-
erie Hulbert of CBM.

2. Photography
DG ’s Cami Schaill 
chose photos she felt 
refl ected the Missions’ 
personality. Images 
from liquidlibrary, 
www.liquidlibrary.com; 
(image 052P0603LL
free at www.dynamic
graphicsmagazine.
com/downloads)

3. Fonts
Infi nity ST, a readable, 
modern font, is used 
to head paragraphs, 
and Frutiger provides 
a nice fl ow for copy.

4. Colors
These colors convey 
power and strength 
and also continue 
Schaill’s theme of 
nature and renewal. 

Paper suggestion
Rolland Opaque 
Smooth Bright White 
70-lb. from Cascades 
Fine Papers is good 
for brightly colored 
pieces like these 
(www.cascades.com).
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5. Name
A springboard for 
Schaill was one of 
CBM’s brochure head-
lines, “Arise & Build.” It 
aided her in choosing 
images for the pieces.

6. Circular theme
CBM’s logo is a circu-
lar shape, so Schaill 
incorporated a half-
circle shape for the 
cover and masked 
the photos in circular 
shape, giving unity 
and continuity to 
the series.

8

7. Format/Fold
Mailed together as 
a set, the brochures 
must fi t in a regular 
#10 envelope. Given 
the constraints, Schaill 
suggests using a half-
circle cut-out and a 
unique fold to add 
visual interest.

8. Duotones
Lastly, so as not to 
overpower the images 
in the circles, Schaill 
converted the back-
ground photos to duo-
tones in Photoshop and 
screened them back. 
The end result is a 
brochure with a clear 
message and unifi ed 
colors and images.
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In addition to longing for a new logo (page 
31), Mona Kail of Vitamin Cottage Natural 
Grocers is looking to revamp its current bro-
chure. Designer Ashley Haffner also offered 
revision options for this key marketing piece. 

One of her main concerns is that the existing bro-
chure lacks organization.

“This piece is very cluttered and doesn’t provide 
much information that customers can use,” Haffner
says. She feels that including more specific informa-
tion will help the brochure serve as an educational 
piece, so she borrowed text from the company’s cur-
rent website. “This extra information markets the 
store’s features,” she explains. In her redesign, she 
abandoned the brochure’s tri-fold format and instead 
adopted a newsletter layout.

To help headlines stand out, Haffner pulled 
colors directly from her redesign of the Vitamin 
Cottage logo. “[In the original brochure] there was a 
lot of color, but it was all over the place and your eye 
couldn’t follow the information easily,” Haffner says. 
“So I used blocks of color found in the new logo to 
keep different sections organized.”

Images with vibrant colors also help to add 
interest to the brochure. “Always have a main subject 
in the picture,” Haffner advises. “Since it’s a smaller 
brochure, you want images with a definite focus so 
people immediately know what they’re looking at.” 
Stock photos can be obtained from websites, or pho-
tographs can be taken by the company.

The result? An attractively organized, infor-
mative marketing piece that showcases Vitamin 
Cottage’s products and highlights its expertise. g

MAKEOVERS |  Brochure

Designer: Ashley Haffner

Vitamin Cottage, Take 2
A natural grocer is back for a redo
of its marketing materials.

1. Original nameplate
Neither Vitamin 
Cottage’s name nor 
its logo appears in the 
lead section of the 
original brochure. Its 
identity is lost among 
text blocks.

2. Photography
Colorful close-ups of 
fresh vegetables and 
other products help 
readers immediately 
see what Vitamin Cot-
tage offers. Images 
are from liquidlibrary 
(www.liquidlibrary.com) 
and Creatas (www.
creatas.com).

3. Fonts
To maintain brand-
ing, designer Ashley 
Haffner incorporated 
the same fonts as her 
Vitamin Cottage logo 
redesign (page 31).

4. Colors
Using blocks of color 
from the revised logo, 
Haffner selected 
green and blue, add-
ing orange to give the 
headers “a little pop 
of color,” she says.

Paper suggestion
Benefi t recycled (35–
100 percent post-
consumer waste) 
white 70-lb. text from 
Smart Papers (www.
smartpapers.com)
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5. Newsletter format
Haffner says a news-
letter format will allow 
room for additional 
product and company 
information. The piece 
can either be stuffed 
in an envelope or 
retooled to function 
as a self-mailer.

6. Short blurbs
To help pique reader 
interest, Haffner 
included brief “teaser” 
information about the 
store’s products.

7. Color blocks
This color scheme 
matches the new logo 
and directs readers’ 
eyes toward specifi c 
areas of information.

8. Added interest
Haffner noticed that 
Vitamin Cottage 
includes lots of fun 
recipes on its web-
site—she suggests 
doing the same in the 
newsletter to appeal 
to readers.
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Contrary to popular belief, a brochure 
can hit it big with a black-and-white 

layout. Don’t bet it all on red just yet, 
says DG designer Mary Brophy. “Color 
is very attractive when used effectively, 

and I was torn between going four color, two color, 
or black and white,” she notes of her redesign of the 
New Jersey Casino Control Commission’s brochure 
on licenses for employees.

The brochure is primarily targeted to current 
and hopeful casino industry employees. Publications 
coordinator for the commission Lisa Spengler feels 
the brochure is adequate and the employee license 
checklist is useful, but that it can be improved. She 
says the best format “would be attractive, easy to fol-
low, and continue to inform the casino employees of 
the Commission regulations and procedures.”

Brophy chose to use black and white in her 
redesign because “I wanted a somewhat fun but 
sophisticated look to the piece,” she says. She con-
verted low-cost, royalty-free images to grayscale, 
adjusting the contrast for added pop. “Using black-
and-white printing and putting the money towards 
stock photos can pay off in the end,” Brophy sug-
gests. She likes the current checklist, but made it 
more accessible and available to the user by creating
a perforated edge so it can be easily torn out and 
kept on hand.

For the cover, Brophy used a square motif and 
carried it throughout the brochure for cohesion. The 
squares provide visual interest and can also be used 
to call out important information. Brophy selected a 
sans serif, modern font, Frutiger, for the copy. “The 
basic organization is there, but rather than a single, 
large capital letter [as in the original design], I chose 
to create titles that will be practical when the piece is 
used for quick reference,” says Brophy. 

With fascinating imagery, a unified design, and 
a take-home checklist, Brophy’s bet pays off. g

MAKEOVERS |  Brochure

Designer: Mary Brophy

N.J. Casino Control Commission
A black-and-white brochure can 
beat the odds.

1. Original version
“This brochure needs 
some images to add 
excitement,” says DG ’s 
Mary Brophy of the 
current look. 

2. Images
Torn between going 
four color or black 
and white, Brophy 
opted for the com-
mission to buy strong 
images rather than 
pay for more color 
in the brochure. The 
images she used are 
low cost and royalty 
free, available at 
www.liquidlibrary.com 
and www.creatas.com. 

3. Fonts
The designer chose 
clean, contemporary, 
sans serif Frutiger for 
all the copy.

Paper suggestion
The black-and-white 
photography will 
print well on Domtar 
Solutions super 
smooth 80-lb cover 
in Carrera White 
(www.domtar.com).
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Casino Employment
Casino employment starts with a phone call to the personnel 
office of the casino where you want to work.  Most casinos 
have a recorded message that gives information on job 
openings and tells you if the position requires a license.
   If you need a license or registration, you must file an appli-
cation with the Casino Control Commission (Commission) 
and undergo an investigation by the Division of Gaming 
Enforcement (DGE).  
   You may be required to obtain a casino key employee 
license, a casino employee license or a casino service em-
ployee registration depending on the type of employment 
you want.  Some casino hotel jobs do not require any license 
or registration.  Before you receive your license, you must 
produce sufficient documentation to prove that you are 
a New Jersey resident.  

Legalized Casino Gaming
Legalized casino gaming in New Jersey maintains integrity, 
public confidence and trust under a system of control and 
regulation.  Through the licensing process, the state conducts 
background evaluations to determine your good character, 
honesty and integrity.  
   You must provide all of the required information, records 
and other documents to the Commission and the DGE.  
Providing that information completely and promptly will 
speed up the processing of your application.
   You must swear that the answers you give are true and 
that, to the best of your knowledge, all of the answers are 
correct.  If you provide false information, your license may 
be denied and you may also be charged with the crime of 
false swearing.  

Hotel Request
Upon request by a casino hotel, casino service employee 
registrations are issued within 2 days.  Applications for casino 
employee licenses take about 6 to 8 weeks to process if there 
are no problems.  Applications for casino key employee 
licenses take about 4 to 5 months to process if there are no 
problems.  A temporary license can be issued within 2 weeks 
from the date an application is filed.  
   It may take several months to process an application if the 
DGE discovers problems, such as bad credit, an outstanding 
warrant for arrest, a criminal record or other negative factors. 
For inquiries as to the status of your investigation, call the 
DGE at (609) 984-7217.

 You must produce 

sufficient documentation 

to prove that you are a 

New Jersey resident.
Division of Licensing:
(609) 441-3015

DGE Fingerprinting:
(609) 441-3050

Application Forms
You may obtain license application forms from the com-
mission’s website at www.state.nj.us/casinos, by phone, or 
in person.  Call (609) 441-3015 to have an application form 
mailed to you, or visit the below address.

Casino Control Commission
Tennessee Avenue & Boardwalk
Atlantic City, New Jersey 08401
Monday-Friday, 8:15 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

To complete the application, you must 
review and answer all questions completely.

1. Provide one of the following:
• U.S. passport
• Certificate of U.S. Citizenship
• Certificate of Naturalization
• Current identification card issued by the U.S.   
• Department of Justice, Immigration and 
  Naturalization Service (INS)

If none of the above is available, two of the following 
current and valid documents will be accepted:

• U.S. birth certificate
• State issued driver’s license
• U.S. military identification card
• Identification card issued by federal, state or 
   local government
• Foreign passport with a proper INS authorization
• Valid casino or casino key employee license, casino
 service registration or an expired casino or casino 
 key employee license issued after 1998

2. Complete the Statement of Truth and the Release 
Authorization Form and sign them in the presence of 
a Notary Public. The commission can provide notary ser-
vice at no additional cost to you.

3. File the completed application with appropriate fee.

4. Provide proof of employment authorization status 
if you are not a U.S. citizen.

5. Be fingerprinted. Call (609) 441-3050 for an appointment 
with the DGE to be fingerprinted at no charge.

6. Request instructions if you are out of state and wish to 
be fingerprinted by a local law enforcement agency.

order 
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• 
for 5 

• 
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• 

• 
for 
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 for 
**
    
    to 

• If you are employed by a casino 
hotel and hold a valid license or 
registration, you may be able to 
have your  license or registration 
mailed to you. For information, 
call (609) 441-3017.

• Your current address and tele-
phone number are essential. It is 
important that you promptly notify 
the Commission in writing of any 
change in address.

• If you own or operate a business 
and would like to do business with 
the casinos, call the Enterprise 
License Unit at (609) 441-3000.

4. Cover
The square motif 
Brophy implemented 
on the cover is carried 
throughout to lend 
cohesion to the bro-
chure. Information can 
be supplied within the 
boxes in screened-
back or reversed-out 
type for variation.

5. Images
“I used photos rather 
than artwork,” says 
Brophy. “Although 
these images were 
initially color, I eas-
ily converted them to 
grayscale and pumped 
up the contrast to 
achieve a stronger 
look on white stock.”

6. Pull quotes
To maintain white 
space and readabil-
ity, Brophy used pull 
quotes sparingly.

7. Gatefold
The commission’s 
budget allows for any 
type of fold, so the 
original brochure’s tri-
fold was modifi ed with 
a third, smaller panel.

8. Checklist
The third panel is per-
forated, allowing users 
to tear out the check-
list and keep it on 
hand. “Checklists are 
great,” says Brophy. 
“However, if I don’t 
have a list in hand 
when I need it, I for-
get what’s listed.” She 
recommends placing 
important phone num-
bers on the back of 
the checklist.
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Communications assistant and 
writer Carla Potts of the nonprofit

Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale 
Electric Co. (MMWEC) contacted 
DG to help with the redesign of the 

company’s informative newsletter. It’s sent to mem-
ber utilities, legislative staff, and the media, and 
therefore must maintain the high standards of the 
company’s image, yet remain budget-friendly.  
     “I want the redesign to have a light, fresh feel, 
but with an industrial overtone,” says Potts. “It 
needs more white space and a new masthead. We 
report a lot of complicated, technical information, 
but it doesn’t mean our publication has to look as 
technical as the information. Our masthead is drab 
and boring—people won’t read the newsletter if it 
looks uninviting.”

DG designer Sueann Hoppock agrees. “To give 
this newsletter some punch, I started with a redesign 
of the nameplate, making the subhead Public Power 
News the new title, and adding graphics to the 
top and bottom of the pages.” She chose Newport 
Classic SG for the title and Futura Condensed for 
the copy. 
     “The blue they used in the original was a nice, 
safe color,” explains Hoppock, “but I wanted to 
lighten it up with something fresher and more vi-
brant. I chose the bright green because it met these 
criteria and contrasted well with black, giving this 
newsletter some added pop without being too over 
the top. And though this is just a two-color design, 
I was able to add the illusion of more color by using 
varying shades of green and printing it on ivory-
colored paper.”
     Hoppock recommends that MMWEC invest in 
a preprinted template or shell to cut on costs. When 
the time comes to print the newsletter, they can run 
it through the press or an office printer. With the 
shell preprinted in green and black, MMWEC can 
use black ink in the second run for all the copy and 
any additional graphics. g

MAKEOVERS |  Newsletter

Designer: Sueann Hoppock

MMWEC
A newsletter plugs into a new 
source of energy.

1. Original
The current newsletter 
doesn’t grab readers’ 
attention and lacks 
graphic elements and 
color to break up the 
large amounts of text.

2. Photography
To add interest and 
save money, designer 
Sueann Hoppock sug-
gests using photos 
from a single collec-
tion, Creatas’ Universal 
Connectors. Image 
22257032 (free at 
www.dynamicgraphics
magazine.com/
downloads), and 
22257047, www.
picturequest.com

3. Fonts
Hoppock chose a tall, 
contemporary font, 
Newport Classic SG, 
for the title. It was 
reversed out of a 
black box to really 
pop off the page.

Color
Fresher, more vibrant 
Pantone 382 U was 
picked to contrast well 
with black. To give the 
illusion of more color, 
MMWEC should use 
varying screens of 
green. Bleeds should 
be avoided to hold 
down costs.

1
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4. Template
“A large quantity of 
two-color shells with 
information that is 
consistent on each 
newsletter can be 
printed ahead of 
time,” offers Hoppock. 
“It’ll save money and 
is a good solution for 
MMWEC with no in-
house designer.”

A Newsletter of the Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric Company
MMWEC

What’s Inside …

2 Seabrook Receives Positive Marks
From NRC for 2003

3 Stony Brook Peaking Participants
Expect $4.7 mil. in FRM Payments

4 Georgetown Substation Upgrades
Boost Electric Reliability

MMWEC is a nonprofit, public corporation and political sub-
division of Massachusetts, providing a variety of energy serv-
ices, primarily to public power utilities.

CONTACT US:
P.O. Box 426, Ludlow, MA 01056-0426
Phone: (413) 589-0141 / Fax: (413) 589-1585
E-mail: mmwec@mmwec.org / Web: www.mmwec.org

PUBLIC POWER …
The Original Customer Choice

RTO-NE
Settlement
Preserves
NEPOOL
Public power will pursue 
transmission rate and 
ownership issues.

An agreement settling many of the issues
related to creation of a Regional Transmission
Organization for New England (RTO-NE) was
filed with the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) on Sept. 14. The filing
came after the agreement won the support 
of the New England Power Pool (NEPOOL), 
an organization of wholesale power market
participants that would have been eliminated
under the initial RTO-NE proposal.

Under the settlement agreement, NEPOOL
will continue to represent market participants
and have specific rights to challenge RTO-NE
decisions on market rules. In addition, the set-
tlement carves out a specific set of public power
“reversionary rights” that will be delegated to
RTO-NE, including the rights to operate, dispatch
and coordinate planning for facilities owned by
public power. The delegated rights will revert
back to public power if the RTO is abandoned or
the publicly owned entities choose to withdraw
from RTO-NE.

Publicly owned entities that own trans-
mission facilities also will join the region’s

transmission owners in signing a Transmission
Operating Agreement that has been modified 
to recognize the special status of tax-exempt
transmission owners. This means that the RTO-
controlled transmission grid will include all of
the region’s transmission facilities, including
those owned by public power entities.

“The settlement resolves a number of 
key issues and allows the process of creating
RTO-NE to move forward,” said Michael A.
Minkos, general manager of MMWEC, which
represented most of Massachusetts’ publicly
owned utilities in the settlement negotiations.
“At the same time, we will continue our
vigorous opposition to the higher transmission
rates being proposed under the RTO-NE structure
through litigation at the FERC. We also will
pursue our request that the FERC require the
transmission owners to give publicly owned
entities an option to participate financially 
in the construction of new and upgraded
transmission facilities.”

Continued on page 3
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The Seabrook Station nuclear power plant has
had a “good year,” according to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC), and received
positive marks for its 2003 performance.

Despite issues revolving around a Sea-
brook staff reduction, there have been positive
improvements made throughout the year, as
outlined in the NRC’s Annual Assessment letter
issued earlier this spring.

“Seabrook was judged by the NRC to
have operated in a manner that preserved
public health and safety, and fully met all NRC
cornerstone objectives,” said MMWEC Nuclear
Engineer William Meinert.

Among the highlights over the past year,
Seabrook had been on-line for 314 consecutive
days without interruption as of Sept. 20 and
was at 100 percent availability. In addition,
while many were without power during the
Northeast blackout in August of 2003, Sea-
brook was able to continue operating and
provide reliable power, which helped stabilize
the New England power grid.

Overall, especially in light of recent 
spikes in the price of fossil fuels, Seabrook 
has been a valuable asset for MMWEC and its
Seabrook Project Participants which include 28
Massachusetts municipal utilities and the
Pascoag (Rhode Island) Utility District.

“There are always going to be issues with
any plant,” said MMWEC Director of Operations
Joseph Roy. “But, overall, the operation history
of Seabrook, since FPL’s takeover in 2002, has
been excellent. The capacity factor after out-
ages has been high and outage duration short-
ened to 30 days or less.”

In a separate development, Seabrook 
joint owners have reached a settlement with
the Town of Seabrook, New Hampshire to lower
the assessed value of the plant by $331 million
over the next two years.

Seabrook was valued at $975 million for
the 2003 tax year. According to the joint owners,
the value of the plant has changed since dereg-
ulation and the tax value needed to be adjusted.

The plant will be assessed at $775 million in
2004 and $644 million in 2005.

Seabrook Station is owned jointly by
majority owner FPL Energy Seabrook (88.37
percent), MMWEC (11.59 percent), Taunton
Municipal Lighting Plant (less than one per-
cent), and Hudson Light and Power (less than
one percent).

Additionally, FPL Energy has announced
plans to increase Seabrook’s power capacity in
two stages. FPL must obtain NRC approval in
order to increase the plant’s output, a process
that will take about a year to complete. Once
this is achieved, FPL hopes to eventually
increase the total output by 6.7 percent.

“If this upgrade is realized to its full
potential, at its advertised cost, this could be
the most cost-effective increase to our baseload
power supply,“ said Roy.

“Reliable operation of the Seabrook plant
is important to MMWEC’s Seabrook Project
Participants,” said Roy. With the current high
fossil fuel prices and forecast for higher
demands in the future, Seabrook’s long-term
reliability has become more essential.

“Seabrook is one of our most important
baseload resources,” said Roy. “It’s essential 
for Seabrook to continue to have long-term
reliability and for us to remain competitive.”

MMWEC’s Stony Brook Peaking Project
Participants can expect to receive up to $4.7
million in their NEPOOL Interchange payment
credits as a result of recent successful bids in
the ISO-New England Forward Reserve Market
(FRM) auction.

The approximately $295,200 per month
payments for each of the Stony Brook peaking
units will span the eight-month period of October
2004–May 2005. The Peaking Project consists
of two oil-fired, 170-megawatt gas turbines.

In addition to the Peaking Units, the three
Stony Brook Intermediate Unit gas turbines also
were bid in the FRM auction. However, because
these units are considered “energy units,” or
units that produce revenue from the energy
markets, they require higher FRM revenues
than the Peaking units. As a result, the cleared
price did not meet MMWEC’s offered price, said
MMWEC Senior Project Manager-Energy
Services Timothy Peet.

The purpose of the FRM is to ensure that
units capable of providing 10- and 30-minute
operating reserves will be available to the ISO
for dispatch during peak load periods. Penalties
associated with failing to start the units on 
time or being out of service often make it
difficult to predict the exact value of the reserve
market participation.

“It’s important to participate in the market
to maximize the possible revenues to our Stony
Brook Participants and to introduce competition
to the marketplace,” said Peet.

MMWEC has participated in the FRM 
since the program’s inception last year. Since
then, Stony Brook Participants have earned
approximately $6 million as a result of
successful bids.

“We believe that the forward reserve
market is an important new source of revenue
for the Stony Brook Station,” Peet said in an
interview on Thursday.

Briefly
Speaking

Did you know …
> Platts Power Magazine ranked

Seabrook 22 out of 103 U.S. nuclear
power plants, based on generation?

> The debt service for bonds MMWEC
issued to finance its ownership in
Seabrook is set to expire in 2018?

> Seabrook capacity factor since com-
mercial operation as of July 2004,
excluding outages: 93.30 percent?

Stony Brook Peaking Participants Expect
$4.7 Million in FRM Payments

A&G Budget Workshop
An MMWEC Administrative and General Budget
Workshop has been scheduled for Wednesday,
Oct. 20 at 10 a.m. at the MMWEC Administrative
Office Building. MMWEC Members and Project
Participants are invited to attend this meeting in
person or may participate via teleconference.
Teleconference information will be provided
before Oct. 10.

Benson Golf Tournament
A golf tournament to be held in memory of
former Rowley Municipal Light Plant General
Manager Carl Benson will take place on
Thursday, Oct. 21 at the Rowley Country Club.
The tournament will feature a nine-hole
scramble at 1:30 p.m., followed by dinner,
awards, and prizes. The tournament entry fee 
is $65 and all money raised from this event 
will be donated to charity. Please contact Mark
Kelly at (978) 774-4313 or Wayne Snow at
(978) 352-5730 for additional information.

MMWEC Staff Retirements
MMWEC staff member William Meinert says
farewell to the MMWEC
organization this month 
as he begins his retire-
ment on Sept. 30. Meinert
retires after 10 years of
service as MMWEC’s 
Nuclear Engineer. 

Another long-time MMWEC employee, William
Andresen, also will be
retiring. Andresen will
retire Oct. 8 after 23
years of service in various
positions of increasing
responsibility in the
Procurement Department.

RTO-NE
Continued from page 1

Seabrook Receives Positive Marks for 2003
Tax settlement reached with Town of Seabrook, plant owners

The FERC conditionally approved
the proposal of electric system

operator ISO-New England and the
region’s transmission owners to create

RTO-NE in March, despite substantial NEPOOL
opposition. In May, the FERC established a
formal settlement process, primarily to resolve
issues associated with the rights and interests
of NEPOOL and its members.

“Although the settlement does not
reflect our positions on all issues, we are
prepared to move forward with the RTO, as
modified by the settlement. The alternative
was a more costly and uncertain path of
continued litigation on the settled issues,”
Minkos said.

If the settlement is approved by the
FERC, NEPOOL will assume an advisory role
on proposed changes to market rules and
transmission rates. However, NEPOOL will
acquire so-called “jump ball” rights, under
which RTO-NE must file NEPOOL proposals
regarding market rules with the FERC if 60
percent of the NEPOOL members vote in
favor of an alternative proposal.

Minkos credited the Massachusetts
Congressional delegation and other federal
legislators from New England with giving
public power added strength in the negotiat-
ing process.

“Without the support of our federal
legislators, who recognized and voiced their
concern over RTO-NE issues raised by public
power, I believe the outcome of the settle-
ment process would have been vastly
different,“ he said.

New England’s public power utilities
have been represented in the FERC pro-
ceedings on RTO-NE by a coalition called 
New England Consumer-Owned Entities
(NECOE), with funding coming from most 
of the consumer-owned utilities throughout
New England.

William Meinert

William Andresen

A Newsletter of the Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric Company
MMWEC

What’s Inside …

2
3
4
MMWEC is a non-profit, public corporation and political
subdivision of Massachusetts, providing a variety of energy
services, primarily to public power utilities.

CONTACT US:
P.O. Box 426, Ludlow, MA 01056-0426
Phone: (413) 589-0141 / Fax: (413) 589-1585
E-mail: mmwec@mmwec.org / Web: www.mmwec.org

PUBLIC POWER …
The Original Customer Choice

5. Nameplate
The newsletter’s sub-
head, Public Power 
News, became the 
new title. To bring in 
a fun element, power 
cords were added to 
the nameplate and 
within the body text.

6. Layout
Hoppock kept the 
three-column grid of 
the original design, 
but added vitality with 
power cord graphics 
and boxes of color 
that reinforce the 
cover page.

7. Visual interest
The designer modi-
fi ed the second cord 
by duplicating and 
fl ipping it horizontally 
so that there are two 
ends of the connected 
cords. It’s placed at 
the page bottom and 
inside pages for conti-
nuity and interest.

8. Graphs/Charts
Hoppock notes, “The 
original newsletter has 
a very straightforward 
graph that I feel lacks 
interest. Making a sim-
ple bar chart like this 
is an easy way to liven 
up stale statistics.” 

4

Front

Inside spread
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With over 800 members, 
the Virginia Association of 

Museums (VAM) is one of the 
largest state museum associations 

in the United States. Its newslet-
ter is a resource for Virginia’s museums and museum 
professionals to network, learn best practices, and 
stay abreast of museum news. 

To learn what its members wanted to see in the 
newsletter, VAM asked them to complete a survey. 
Members reported that the newsletter lacks visual 
graphics, has an uninteresting look, and needs to 
appear more professional. It also currently relies heav-
ily on copy. “Our publication recently cut content to 
condense size,” says Heather Widener, publications 
coordinator for VAM. “And although VAM goes out 
quarterly, the budget allows for black and green on 
white paper, and only 12 pages.” Designer Mandy 
Barrett suggests that VAM convert to a three-column 
format for all body copy to provide for more flexibil-
ity with photos and sidebars.

“They have some great images but aren’t using 
them to their potential,” Barrett says. Instead of 
using the whole image, she proposes that the news-
letter’s designers crop and enlarge them. “Sometimes 
removing a background is as easy as adjusting the 
levels of a photo with a light gray background,” she 
suggests. “Then, just erase around the base to create 
a shadow.”

For VAM’s new nameplate, Barrett used low-
ercase Arial for a contemporary feel, and suggests 
a serif font for legibility in the body copy—in this 
case, she chose Adobe Garamond. She maintained 
VAM’s three-color design, but recommends a lighter 
green since the original, darker green is difficult to 
distinguish next to black. With limited color options, 
a simple way to gain additional attention with side-
bars is to reverse the type out to white. 

Barrett strived for consistency within the news-
letter, which it previously lacked. Her redesign offers
a more contemporary, professional look that allows 
for copy and utilizes images more efficiently. g

MAKEOVERS |  Newsletter

Designer: Mandy Barrett

Virginia Association of Museums
Color, graphics, and consistency are 
key to capture association members.

1. Original nameplate
Input from VAM mem-
bers suggests that 
its newsletter lacks 
graphic appeal and 
needs an updated, 
professional look.

2. Fonts
Designer Mandy 
Barrett selected Arial 
for the cover and 
nameplate because it 
offers many variations. 
She prefers a readable 
serif such as Adobe 
Garamond for copy 
since the newsletter
relies heavily on it. 

Color
Barrett suggests 
switching to a bright 
green color, as the 
original is too dark 
and tends to blend in 
with the black. VAM’s 
budget allows only 
for white paper with 
black and green ink.

1
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUT!

In October we sent out a member survey regarding the content and appear-
ance of our quarterly newsmagazine.  Many of you responded to our survey, 
providing us with valuable insight into members’ needs and preferences.  

Here are a few findings from our survey:
• Members would like to see more grant-related information in the magazine.
• Members would like to see more information on VAM programs; one sug-

gestion was to provide synopses of VAM seminar/conference highlights with 
any suggested reading materials for people unable to attend.

• Suggested sections for the newsmagazine were: technical information, book 
reviews and trends in the field.

     In the coming months, we will be working on the newsletter content 
and appearance.  Please bear with us while changes are taking place and 
continue giving us helpful feedback.  For more data from our survey, go to 
www.vamuseums.org and click on “Newsmagazine.”      
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“If it is possible to give physical shape to song, 

to embody the spirit of a people in a public 

building, the Smithsonian’s National Museum of 

the American Indian may have succeeded in doing so...”

NMAI Director W. Richard West

vam | winter 2004 | 3

Federal Recognition

The “record” has never been straight 
when it comes to Virginia’s native tribes.  
These cultures relied on the passing down 
of oral history; there are no pre-contact 
records of the lives of these first Ameri-
cans.  While artifacts and remnants of oral 
history piece together a long history of rich 
cultures, more modern developments have 
contaminated the “official record” of the 
Virginia tribes.  An example is the Racial 
Integrity Act of 1924 (repealed in 1968), 
which made it impossible to be listed as an 
Indian on official records such as birth and 
death certificates.  This type of discrimina-
tion resulted in many Indians being unsure 
of their heritage; some denied it altogether 
in an attempt to assimilate.

But things are changing.  Currently, 
Virginia recognizes the Chickahominy, 
Eastern Chickahominy, Mattaponi, Mono-
can Indian Nation, Nansemond, Pamun-
key, Rappahannock, and Upper Mattaponi 
tribes.  The largest tribe, the Monocans, 
have over 1,400 members.  Pride among 
the tribes is growing; “Every Indian must 
be a historian,” says Chief Anne Rich-
ardson of the Rappahannock tribe.  State 
recognition became possible in 1983, 
when the Virginia Council on Indians was 
formed and the first six tribes became of-
ficially recognized.  

However, because official records in 
Virginia are convoluted when it comes to 
Indian identity, the Federal government 
does not currently recognize Virginia’s 
tribes, even as we prepare to celebrate the 

anniversary of “first contact” at Jamestown 
in 2007.

Virginia’s Indians continue to fight
battles; today’s battles are fought in 
the marbled hallways of the Capitol in 
Washington, DC.  Senator George Allen 
introduced a bill in the Senate (S.1423), 
and Rep. James P. Moran introduced iden-
tical legislation in the House, (H.R.1938), 
seeking Federal recognition for Virginia’s 
tribes.  However, opposition has impeded 
successful passage of either bill.  Now that 
elections are over and we are passing into 
a new Congressional session, bills must 
be re-introduced in Congress.  Virginia’s 
tribes, frustrated by the process and the 
opposition, continue to fight, hopeful that 
their dream of Federal recognition will 
become reality.  Chief Kenneth Branham 
of the Monocan Nation states, “We’re not 
going anywhere.”

Sharing Their Stories

In addition to fighting for validation 
through Federal recognition, Virginia’s 
tribes routinely reach out to the public 
to share their story, culture, and heritage.  
They seek to tell their truths, which have 
traditionally been contorted by racial bias 
in textbooks, through the media, and even 
at museums.  As W. Rick West, Director 
of the National Museum of the American 
Indian puts it, “The museums personified

Western civilization, and Native Americans 
were outside of that, and often portrayed as 
quite subhuman.”

Many tribes have a cultural center 
within their tribal center, where school 
groups and others come to learn more 
about tribal life.  Currently, the Rappahan-
nock Tribal Cultural Center is celebrating 
National Native American Month with a 
photography exhibit with works from the 
1920’s through today.  Additionally, they 
have cleared land for an Indian Village and 
a museum is in the works.  These will make 
their debut by 2007.

To the West, the Monocans have a 
three-room schoolhouse that has been 
converted into their museum; additionally, 
through creative partnerships, they have 
created a traditional 18th century Mono-
can Village at the Natural Bridge.  Now in 
its fourth season, the Village has helped the 
Natural Bridge increase school group visi-
tations tenfold.  This is a source of pride 
for Chief Branham and the Monocans.  

At a recent symposium sponsored 
by the American Indian Initiative at 
The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 
entitled, “Telling the Stories: A Sympo-
sium on American Indian Interpretation,” 
a panel of Native American interpreters 
emphasized the importance of forging such 
partnerships and building trust with Indian 
communities in order to get the “real story” 
of the American Indian experience told.
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record straight
On the cover: Photo by Jim DiLoreto,

Smithsonian Institution.
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VAM Conference

Keynote Address by
W. Richard West, Jr.
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3. New nameplate
“I tried to make it look 
like a magazine that 
might catch your eye 
on the newsstand,” 
says Barrett.

4. Personal images
Using images of 
people on the cover 
draws readers in. The 
original cover image 
(opposite page) is too 
dark and doesn’t eas-
ily attract attention. 

Tip: When dealing 
with images of people, 
never use a green or 
blue halftone. The 
result? People tend 
to look like aliens.

5. Additional focus
Black is a bold change 
from the original, and 
green lends unique 
focus to quotes.

6. Image tweaking
Instead of using the 
whole image, crop in 
and enlarge it. “This is 
a museum organiza-
tion, so they should 
be able to get some 
great photography,” 
suggests Barrett.

7. Sidebars
“You don’t always 
have to fade your 
color back,” says 
the designer. “Think 
reverse and make the 
type white so you 
have an extra punch 
of color when your 
options are limited.”
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When it comes to depict-
ing the ocean, images of deep 

blue waters, rolling waves, 
marine life, and endless horizons 

come to mind. But Florida State 
University’s (FSU) Department of Oceanography 
newsletter lacked any visual graphic interest of this 
kind. DG designer Ronda Schierenback set out on a 
course to redesign it. 

“They have way too much copy, and because of 
the tri-fold, there isn’t any need for page numbers. 
The activities page is hard to read and the type runs 
together,” Schierenbeck comments. FSU coordina-
tor of Information and Public Services Rachel Smith 
concurs. “The headings are boring,” she says. “It’s too 
plain.” Smith wants to see a more interesting design 
to draw the attention of her current audience, which 
consists largely of scientists.

FSU offers Smith a limited budget for the 
newsletter. “I’m allowed two colors,” Smith notes. 
Straying from FSU’s prominent school color, red, 
Schierenbeck decided to use black and a green-tinged 
blue, more representative of the ocean and seas. Text, 
photos, and headlines are in black, while blue is used 
for the nameplate and to draw attention to certain 
headlines and ocean images within the pages. 

Schierenbeck redesigned the newsletter’s title, 
Oceanography, with a unique, semi-opaque treatment, 
giving it a liquid appearance. She combined the very 
readable font Futura with ITC Galliard throughout 
the newsletter. “They like to use lots of photos of 
students, faculty, and alumni in the newsletter,” 
offers Schierenbeck. “The new layout allows for this, 
but they will have to be conservative with their copy. 
I also suggest using simple, appealing images such as 
water and sea life to gain additional attention. These 
can come from an inexpensive, royalty-free CD.” g

MAKEOVERS |  Newsletter

Designer: Ronda Schierenbeck

FSU Department of Oceanography
Waves of blue roll over red in a 
nautically themed newsletter.

1. Original concerns
Designer Ronda 
Schierenbeck thinks 
the school’s color, red, 
doesn’t suit an ocean-
ography department’s 
newsletter, and the 
original design lacked 
visual interest. She 
decided to use a nau-
tical theme through-
out, beginning with 
the nameplate. 

2. Fonts
Futura Light and Bold 
along with ITC Galliard 
Roman and Bold are 
good choices for the 
newsletter. They work 
well together and are 
highly legible.

Colors
Schierenbeck created 
interest with a marine 
blue (Pantone 3145) 
for the nameplate and 
for ocean-themed 
images. She used 
black for text and 
photos of students, 
faculty, and alumni.

1
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On September 13–20,Dr. Bill Burnett (Top,left) and RickyPeterson(not pictured) went toChina to analyze radiumlevels in the Yellow Riverand surrounding estuaryin the Bohai Sea.
In July, Dr. Bill Burnett(bottom, middle) andHenrieta Dulaiova(left) visited Thailand todo a wet season geo-chemical tracer analysisof the Chao Phraya Riverestuary in the Gulfof Thailand.

graphy
ts Now

for
Alumni

Out & About

In an effort to help make theDepartment of Oceanographyone of the best dresseddepartments at FSU, theThalassic Society designednew denim and golf shirtswith a full-colored embroi-dered oceanography logoover the left chest.
Price: $25.00 (includes S/H)Pique Golf Shirt Colors:Men’s: royal, burgundy,faded blue, and stone.Women’s: blueberry, fadedblue, seafoam, and yellow.Denim Shirts:Light or medium washSizes:

Denim: S–XLPique Golf Shirt: XS–XL(2X add $3—3X add $4.50)
Hurry and place yourorders before January 28!

send with check/money order to:
Rm 313 OSB, Tallahassee,payable to Thalassic Society.

to:
ts.html

Address

StatePhone

Type
Color Size Qty. Total

Total Cost

Men’s Denim,long sleeve
Men’s Denim,short sleeve

Women’s Denim,long sleeve
Women’s Denim,short sleeve

Men’s Pique Golf
Women’s PiqueGolf

Travel & Misc.

Show your pride in the FSU Department of
Oceanography by wearing an oceanography shirt!

Dr. Allan Clarke
Ocean Sciences Meeting, Portland, OR
“High resolution ElNino coastal flow and the
Australian western rock lobster population”

31
Mar

29
Jan

Drs Jeff Chanton and Behzads Mortazavi
Joint Biosphere Atmosphere Stable Isotope Network
(US) and Stable Isotopes in Biosphere Atmosphere
Exchange (EU) Meeting, Interlaken, Switzerland
“Abiotic and biotic control on the 13C of respired
CO2 in the southeastern US forests and a new tech-
nique for measuring the ∂18O of soil CO2 efflux”

4

1-3

Apr

8

13

Jun

21

22

30

Jun

May

Dr. Markus Huettel
CoOP workshop “CBED”, St. Petersburg, FL
“Biological and physical transport processes at the
seafloor”

Dr. Markus Huettel
Dauphin Island Sea Lab
“Pore water transport and organic matter decomposi-
tion in shallow shelf environments”

8

10

20

Aug Dr. Thorsten Dittmar
Gordon Research Conference, Organic Geochemistry,
Holderness, NH
“Establishing a molecular evidence for the outwelling
of dissolved organic matter from mangroves”

Oct Dr. Joel Kostka
AGU Chapman Conference on Saltmarsh
Geomorphology and Biogeochemistry, Halifax, Nova
Scotia
“Scale-up of sediment biogeochemistry to the ecosys-
tem level in a Georgia saltmarsh”

Dr. William Dewar
National Science Foundation
$125,362 (2004-2005)
“Collaborative Research: CLIMODE”—a
collaboration between FSU, OSU,
University of Washington, and Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution.

Drs. Markus Huettel and
Joel Kostka
National Science Foundation $481,726
(2004-2007)
Collaborative research: “Biocatalytical filtra-
tion and carbon cycling in permeable shelf
sediments”

Dr. Joel Kostka
DOE  $269,326 (2004-2007)
“An assessment of geochemical and commu-
nity structure determinants of metal reduc-
tion rates in subsurface sediments”

Dr. Nancy Marcus
Sub-contract from Mote Marine Lab. 
$75,000 (2004-2005)
“Developing marine fish hatchery and nurs-
ery culture in order to expand Florida’s
aquaculture industry”

USDA-ARS via subcontract to Harbor
Branch Oceanographic Institution
$145,455 (2004-2005)
“Culture technology for production of
southern flounder”

Dr. Thorsten Dittmar
Petroleum Research Fund
(American Chemical Society)
$35,000 (2004-2006)
“Life in Antarctic sea ice: a significant source
of persistent organic compounds to the
world oceans?”

FSU (First Year Asst. Prof. Grant) 
June 2004-August 2004
“Deciphering the molecular rosetta stone in
Florida’s salt marshes: Do intertidal environ-
ments like these impact element cycles on a
global scale?”

Dr. Nancy Marcus
Darling Marine Center
“The impact of hypoxia on the life history and popu-
lation dynamics of Acartia tonsa

Jul Dr. David 
Twelfth
Ravenna, Italy
“Consequences
liquid carbon 

Dr. Markus Huettel
ASLO Summer Meeting, Savannah, GA
“The role of permeable lagoon sediments in the
cycling of nutrients in coral reefs”

Dr. Allan 
CLIVAR 
“Evaluation

Dr. Joel 
ASLO Summer 
“Macrobenthos
cycles in coastal 

Dr. William Landing
NOAA/PMEL lab in Seattle and the Oceanography
Department at the University of Washington
“A North Atlantic section for dissolved iron and alu-
minum: CLIVAR-2003 A16N” and
“The solubility of aerosol iron and aluminum in the
North Atlantic Ocean: Results from the CLIVAR
A16N-2003 repeat hydrography cruise”

Professional Activities

New Grants

Invited Presentations

In the recent movie, The Day After
Tomorrow, the glaciers in the Arctic
ocean are breaking apart, hurricanes are
wiping out cities, and tornadoes destroy
Los Angeles ushering in a new Ice Age in
the Northern Hemisphere—all within a
week. And all of this mayhem was caused
by an abrupt change in the Atlantic
Ocean current. Could Hollywood’s ver-
sion of the dramatic consequences of
global warming and climate change actu-
ally happen? Dr. Doron Nof, the Fridtjof
Nansen Professor of Oceanography here
at FSU, says that according to his cur-

rent research, it cannot.
Together with Dr. Agatha
DeBoer and Steve Van
Gorder, Dr. Nof has been
working on abrupt climate
change with a primary focus
on whether the ocean can
change its circulation abrupt-
ly. They are using theory and
numerical climate models to
answer this important ques-
tion. According to Dr. Nof,
“Conventional wisdom says
that the ocean can change its
circulation abruptly. This is
based on a theory and calcu-
lations that I don’t think are
right. Our work suggests that
it cannot.” Dr. Nof is the
European Geosciences Union

(EGU) Fridtjof Nansen
Medallist for 2005. He was awarded this
great honor in recognition of his funda-
mental contributions to the understand-
ing of the movement of fluids within the
ocean and its relationship to the interac-
tion with the atmosphere above. He will
receive the medal at the EGU meeting in
Vienna in April 2005.

Two students are currently working
on their Ph.D.s under Dr. Nof’s supervi-
sion, Catherine Sandal and Volodymyr
Zharkov. Catherine is studying paleo-
ceanography – oceanography of ancient
times. Her research focuses on the influ-

ence of the Bering Strait (the narrow and
shallow strait that connects the Pacific
ocean to the Arctic ocean) on the climate
of the North Atlantic. Approximately
10,000 years ago, icebergs blocked the
Bering Strait causing the sea level to rise
and water to flow through the strait. At
the same time, oceanic and atmospheric
temperatures rose abruptly on
Greenland, as seen in the paleo record
(GISPII). Their theory is that these two
occurrences are connected, such that the
opening of the Bering Strait initiated the
rise in temperature. Volodymyr is a new
student from Russia and hasn’t yet deter-
mined the focus of his thesis.

Also on Dr. Nof’s research team is
Steve Van Gorder, Associate in Research.
Steve’s work focuses on analytical and
numerical modeling of ocean physics,
which includes designing and running
computer models for oceanic processes
and creating computer graphics.

Dr. Doron Nof:
A Leading

Expert
on Ocean

Circulation

Professors Give Back
to the Department

The 
is very excited to 
derful gifts to the university 
directly benefit the 

John W. 

Ellen M. Winchester Endowment. The
John W. 
Endowment will be used to 

Jim 

O’Brien 
support PhD 

the 

NEWSLETTER NO. 27 FALL/WINTER 2004

Ocean Circulation
Dr. Doron Nof says the film indus-
try has made up its own reality
regarding natural disasters.

FLORIDA STATE
UNIVERSITY

3. Imagery
The designer uses 
a rolling wave that 
rounds over the O in 
Oceanography for the 
new nameplate. The 
image is strong and 
reinforces the news-
letter’s message. FSU 
can easily add more 
blue marine images 
and keep their bud-
get low, something 
the red of the original 
design wouldn’t allow.

4. Color bars
Blue bars highlight 
information and help 
defi ne individual sec-
tions and changes 
within the newsletter.

5. Captions
Printed in blue, the 
captions now draw the 
readers’ attention and 
add visual interest. 
Some headlines are 
blue, while others are 
reversed out of the 
blue wave image.

6. New calendar
In the original design, 
the department’s 
calendar of events 
was printed primar-
ily in black. The new 
design gives greater 
focus, mixing various 
shades of both blue 
and black.

7. Order form
A redesign of the 
group’s T-shirt order 
form provides more 
complete information, 
including mailing and 
contact information.
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Many businesses struggle with limi-
tations in their print materials, but 
this doesn’t necessarily have to be a 
bad thing. Denise Webber, market-
ing assistant for communications 

provider Western Iowa Networks (WIN), adopted 
the current design of WIN’s newsletter when she 
started working with the company. “I’ve already 
cleaned up the headers a bit,” she notes, “but the 
overall design is still too busy.”

Sometimes limitations force you to find inven-
tive solutions. According to Webber, WIN designers 
needed to keep the three-column, one-color (Pantone 
Uncoated Reflex Blue) layout. DG designer Deb 
Reynolds made these restrictions work to her benefit.
“The idea is to keep it professional and informative,” 
says Reynolds, “but not dull.”

Reynolds began her redesign by creating a more 
solid feel to the cover page. “There are too many 
pieces of information floating around, some too small 
to get noticed,” she says. She gave the nameplate the 
solid Reflex Blue color to grab attention and relieve 
the heavy copy. The designer also decided that two 
stories for the cover page is plenty—the two cover 
lines at the top of the original were running together. 
She took one article out, and made a blue-screened 
box in varying shades to separate the bottom story 
from the top.

The table of contents and contact information 
are barely visible at the bottom of the cover page, so 
Reynolds moved them to the right side of the page 
and used larger typefaces—Aviator Light, Arial, and 
Arial Condensed Bold. “It’s more organized now,” 
she notes. “Before it had a scattered appearance.” 

Reynolds chose to use icons throughout the 
newsletter because they work well with the headers. 
She maintained the photos from the original piece, 
but cropped in on them to add interest and make 
better use of the space dedicated for imagery. g

MAKEOVERS |  Newsletter

Designer: Deb Reynolds

Western Iowa Networks
Organization is the key to a strong 
communications newsletter.

1. Original design
DG designer Deb 
Reynolds feels WIN’s 
current newsletter 
looks “scattered,” and 
the table of contents 
and contact info is 
hidden at the bottom. 
She also notes that 
the copy on the cover 
page runs together, 
and images through-
out the piece aren’t 
cropped, wasting 
good real estate.

2. Icons
Business communica-
tions icons work well 
with Reynolds’ rede-
sign and add interest 
to a newsletter that 
has many limita-
tions. This particular 
art includes several 
pieces, adhering to 
budget restrictions. 
Image 036V0210DC, 
www.liquidlibrary.com

3. Typefaces
Reynolds chose 
Aviator Light for the 
masthead and head-
ers, Arial MT for copy, 
and Arial Condensed 
Bold for story titles.

1

3

2
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4. Masthead
The original masthead 
is a little busy with 
images of cell phones 
and keyboards, black, 
white, and blue color-
ing, and a triangle icon 
for a logo. Reynolds 
cleaned it up substan-
tially and made it visu-
ally arresting by using 
a communications 
tower logo and mak-
ing better use of the 
Refl ex Blue.

5. Organization
To make the newslet-
ter look less scattered, 
Reynolds gave it a 
stronger organiza-
tion. She took out one 
article on the front 
page, created a clear 
division between the 
two remaining stories, 
and gave the table of 
contents and contact 
info more emphasis.

the company, Matt replied, “The people 
I work with and the friendly atmosphere 
make for a very comfortable working
environment, which makes working for
Western Iowa Networks a fun, produc-
tive and educational experience.

Internet News
Phone Zone

Team Highlight

Are you a frequent forwarder, a per-
son who passes on every virus
warning, chain letter or scary news
story you receive via e-mail? You
may be surprised to learn that for-
warding these group e-mails does
more harm than good. Learn to rec-
ognize hoax language such as “send
this to everyone you know” and
repeated insistence that the “con-
tents are true and from a reputable
source.” Besides clogging e-mail
servers and inboxes, which can slow
down the system or even take it
offline, the U.S. Department of Ener-
gy has found that e-mail “spammers”
may use the thousands of e-mail
addresses visible on forwarded
emails to build their own address
lists. If you’re in doubt as to whether
a forwarded e-mail is an urban leg-
end or a hoax, it probably is. Find
out more before you forward. Hoax-
busters publishes information on

Internet hoaxes at http://hoax-
busters.ciac.org or www.ciac.org/
ciac. Internet attacks have become
so serious that the government has
started issuing e-mail warnings. Its
first warning went out for MyDoom.
You can sign up for the warnings at
http://www.uscert. gov/index.html.
Warnings are well and good, but if
you take a few simple steps, you can
avoid being attacked.

• First, install an anti-virus program
• Keep the definition files up-to-date
• Install a free firewall (http://www.
komando.com/bestshareware.asp)

cheap alternative to “real-time shop-
ping.” If you know what you want to
buy, you can often get great deals
for products delivered straight to
your door. But, just like regular
stores, there’s always a bad apple
in the bunch. If you feel you’ve
been a victim of an online scam,
there is help. The Internet Fraud
Complaint Center is a joint venture
between the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and the National White
Collar Crime Center. To file a com-
plaint, visit
http://www.ifccfbi.gov/index.asp.

Matt Schulte is a Sales Associate in the
Carroll Office. He has been a part-time
employee for 14 months and will be
leaving us this Fall to attend the Univer-
sity of Iowa. Matt’s job duties include
selling cellular phones and service, inter-
net service and local phone service. He
also assists  our customers with any
problems or questions they have regard-
ing their cell phones,billing and internet

service. Matt grew up on a farm outside
of Breda with his parents, Phillis and
Tim, a twin brother, Mark, a younger
brother, Steve and an older brother,
Scott. Matt is a graduate of Kuemper
High School and enjoys golf, listening to
music, sleeping, and spending time with
friends and family. When asked about
Western Iowa Networks and what he
likes best about 

Matt Schulte

The Federal Communications Commis-
sion is putting carriers and resellers on
notice that it will no longer tolerate fraud,
slamming, cramming and other viola-
tions of law. The FCC has announced
that a hearing will be held to determine
whether or not to revoke NOSCommuni-
cations’ authority to operate as a long
distance carrier.

NOS has been involved with a controver-
sial practice of billing (or bilking) cus-
tomers in confusing Total Call Units
(TCU’s), rather than by the minute and
has already been fined $1 million by the
FCC for what it called “bait and switch”
marketing tactics in 2001. According to a
wide array of evidence, the company
has been involved in defrauding many of
its customers in billing,service switching
and cancellations since at least Decem-
ber 2001.

The FCC received much of this evidence
from a former employee, Robert Faulkn-
er, who had been the Executive Director
of Accounts Receivables and Collec-
tions. When he left the company in April
2002, he took with him enough incrimi-
nating evidence to present the FCC with
grounds for terminating NOS’ license to
offer interstate long distance service. In
addition, they also face up to $1.2 million
in fines. The revocation of licenses will
extend to all NOS-related companies.
NOS and its Principles have used
numerous business names and dba’s
throughout the years, including NOS
Communications, Inc, ANI, Affinity Net-
work, QuantumLink, Internet Business
Assocation, International Plus, Cierra-
Com, HorizonOne, INETBA, Ivantage,
Zeroplus, NOSVA. While the revocation
of NOS’ license to operate as a long dis-
tance carrier is not yet decided upon,

this action is at least a first step.
The FCC rarely backs down on mat-
ters like these and it is only a matter
of time.

This information was derived from a recent
issue of The Digest. They can be found on
the web at http://www.thedigest.com.

Forwarding Virus Warnings Does More Harm Than Good
FCC fed up with slammers, crammers and fluffers

WIN at Relay For Life
Western Iowa Networks was recog-
nized by the American Cancer Soci-
ety as a Diamond Sponsor at this
year’s Relay For Life. WIN 
donated two web cams, website
space with links, a wireless router
and cell phones for the organizers to
stay connected throughout the day.
Held on Friday, June 25, over 2000
participants showed their support in
the fight against cancer and raised
$234,047. One participant mentioned
that her mom was too ill to partici-
pate this year and due to the high
speed web access that WIN provid-
ed, she was able to enjoy the entire
event from her home computer.

Also, if you are experiencing a slow
down in Internet browsing, there
may be a possibility that you have a
virus, so after installing the anti-virus
program, make sure you do a full
scan of your computer. Remember…
shopping online can be a great and

TCU’S vs. Minute
4.7 TCU’s = 1 minute call

13.6 TCU’s = 5 minute call
24.6  = 10 minute call

46.6 TCU’s = 20 minute call
66.6 TCU’s = 40 minute call
86.6 TCU’s = 60 minute call 

At 7 cents a minute call billed by TCU’s is
suddenly $3.26 instead of $1.40

http://www.win-4-u.com

http://www.win-4-u.com

2 3

Left to right: Deb Lucht, Western Iowa Networks,

Deb Fahn, RSVP Director, Pat Snyder, Templeton Tele-

phone Co, J.D. Siebert, Iowa Network Services

INS in conjunction with Western Iowa

Networks presented a grant check to the

Carroll County Retired and Senior Vol-

unteer Program on Thursday, May 27,

2004. Funds received by the RSVP will

help fund the ‘Speak Up’ program that

Western Iowa Netw
orksYour Leading 

Communications Pro
vider

Marla Janning, Development Director of Commu-

nity Opportunities, knows all about the advantage

of One Bill — One Local Service with Western

Iowa Networks. Community Opportunities has

been involved with the Carroll community and

seven local counties since 1967. Among their

many programs to assist lowincome families, they

are known for their WIC, Head Start and Energy

Assistance programs. Due to their numerous field

service agents, Community Opportunities has

been a cellular customer for many years. They

also use WINSpeed high speed Internet access.

Marla is now in the process of moving their local

and long distance over to WIN. The key reason

for this is because of local representation.

The responsiveness she receives from her

sales consultant, She also complimented

Grant, our Network Administrator, for assist-

ing her even when the issue was on their

own network. Marla states that they have

had solid connectivity with their Internet and

cell phones and expect the same with their

local and long distance service. Having a

local service provider for all their telecom-

munications needs means less time on the

phone with an out-of-state representative

and more time staying connected with the

local community.

Community Opportunities

2

3

4

RSVP GRANT

COMMUNITY

OPPORTUNITIES

TEAM HIGHLIGHT

MATT SCHULTE

FCC RULING

ROADSIDE

ASSISTANCE

CABLE MOVIES

VIRUS WARNINGS

RELAY FOR LIFE

Western Iowa Networks

Call Toll Free: 888-508-2WIN

Breda

112 East Main

Breda IA  51436

712-673-2311

Carroll

603 N. Adams St.

Carroll, IA  51401

712-775-2946
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Keep in Touch - 
One Bill-

One Local Service
!

WIN & INS Donates to RSVP
helps Carroll County 5th graders in

speech communication. “Each stu-

dent is asked to give two speeches,”

says Fahn, “the first at the beginning

of the 8-week program and the

second at the end. It’s rewarding to

see the improvement in each child as

they perform the last speech.” With

positive reinforcement, ‘Speak up’

helps students do just that, overcome

common barriers in delivering effec-

tive speeches. The program is funded

entirely on donations. Eligibility for

such a grant is open to more than

300 communities in Iowa served by

INS and/or its shareholders, which

include 156 rural independent tele-

phone companies and over 274,000

telephone customers in the state.

Interested agencies are encouraged

tocontact WIN regarding an applica-

tion form for the INS charity grant.

Left to right: Deb Lucht, Western Iowa Networks,

Deb Fahn, RSVP Director, Pat Snyder, Templeton Tele-

phone Co, J.D. Siebert, Iowa Network Services

6. Headers
Each section now has 
a header with accom-
panying icon and line 
graphic to grab read-
ers’ attention, as well 
as notify them of the 
change in topics.

7. Photos
Although Reynolds 
likes the photographs 
WIN is currently using, 
she suggests cropping 
them to add interest.

4
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After working with the predictable, 
somewhat formal and rigid style of the 
Baptist Convention of Maryland and 

Delaware’s newsletter, Baptist Life,
for several years, design editor Sean 

Copley wanted to make it more cheerful, “a step-
ping stone to a magazine format,” with a streamlined 
workflow for production. 

“We have a staff of two and a little over a week 
each month to produce the newsletter,” Copley says. 
“It needs to be easier to organize and edit, and it has 
to stay within 12 pages with our small budget.” A 
promising note is that the piece and budget allow for 
color on both the front and back pages.

With color an option, DG designer Luu Mai 
chose to focus his redesign on strengthening Baptist
Life’s nameplate. He found an elegant but inexpen-
sive illustration of a cross with lilies representative of 
the church and its mission. Mai paired the flowing
Palace Script MT with Gill Sans for a balanced title. 
He pulled colors from the cross illustration and car-
ried them into the title—a warm brown for Life, and 
the cool green of the lilies’ stems for the subtitle. The 
result is a definitive, cohesive nameplate.

To maintain continuity throughout the piece, 
Mai added a gradient photo along the bottom of 
the pages and kept the cross and Baptist Life logo on 
each page. The gradient photo can be changed sea-
sonally or to represent important events taking place. 
Additionally, colored sidebars and pull quotes can be 
incorporated to highlight information.

Mai makes productive use of church photos 
and a two-column format that will make it an easier 
read. And as Baptist Life’s mission statement shows, 
the focus is all on the members—“It’s your life … we 
just tell it!”

MAKEOVERS |  Newsletter

Designer: Luu Mai

Baptist Life
Defining the image of a newsletter 
is its own cross to bear

1. Original nameplate
DG ‘s Luu Mai feels 
Baptist Life needs to 
be refreshed and reor-
ganized, with a more 
distinct identity. His 
redesign includes a 
new logo using a low-
cost illustration of a 
cross and lilies.

2. Fonts
Gill Sans Regular and 
Bold were chosen for 
their legibility, and 
they were balanced 
with the attractive 
Palace Script MT.

3. Colors
To provide continuity 
throughout the piece, 
Mai chose colors from 
the cross logo for the 
masthead—a warm 
brown for the word 
Life, and a cooler 
green for the subtitle.

1

g

2

C58
M19
Y90
K9

C14
M58
Y100
K0
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7. Sidebars
Important informa-
tion that needs to be 
highlighted can be 
included in the side-
bars. The additional 
color will draw the 
reader’s eyes.

8. Pull quotes
To help break up long 
pieces of text, quotes 
can be pulled and 
printed with a larger 
font to stand out.

4. Logo
“A strong identifi er 
like the cross graphic 
works well to defi ne 
the newsletter’s 
image,” says Mai. 
Image 043C01014PM, 
available at www.
liquidlibrary.com

5. Two-column
The original four-
column layout re-
quired the reader to 
constantly move up 
and down the page, 
but the new two-
column format takes 
less energy to read.

6. Gradient
A photo with a gradi-
ent was added to the 
bottom of the cover 
page and continues 
within for cohesion. 
Mai suggests switch-
ing the images sea-
sonally to add interest.
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StudioAlex shoots photos for DG maga-
zine and for our sister publication STEP 
inside design. But Alex is probably best 
known as one of the nation’s leading 

photographers of firearms.
Covers and feature work for magazines such as 

Shooting Times and Shotgun News, and for manu-
facturers like Smith & Wesson and Taurus, keep 
Alex’s images accessible to hunters and sport shooters 
everywhere. But there’s a related market she has yet 
to crack: Although to the uninitiated it may sound 
strange, private gun collectors pay big money to have 
professional—one can even say “glamour”—photos 
taken of the treasured pieces in their collections.

To capture that lucrative market, StudioAlex 
needs a strong web presence with up-to-date pro-
gramming and intuitive navigation. And the photog-
rapher’s current site, which she’s been building piece 
by piece for the past two years, just isn’t captivating 
the well-heeled collectors she’s looking to attract.

Describing what she’d like to see in her web-
site, Alex says, “I want the overall design to go 
hand in hand with the style and technique of the 
photographic images that are being showcased.” DG
creative director Michael Ulrich, who took on the 
redesign, agrees that her portfolio should get star bill-
ing: “Photographer’s websites are all about the pho-
tography,” he says, adding that while typography may 
be of secondary importance, he still wanted the type 
to be “beautiful and supportive.”

Ulrich’s makeover relies on classic typography to 
set off large, single images of beautifully styled and 
lighted firearms. That’s a big change from the existing 
home page, which combines six images in a free-for-
all that competes for site visitors’ attention.

Also competing for attention, in Ulrich’s esti-
mation, is the original StudioAlex logo. He advises 
a more restrained approach. “It’s very modern and 
doesn’t fit with the classic treatment I had in mind,” 
he says. “Besides, I have to wonder how essential a 
logo is when the imagery is so elegant.” g

MAKEOVERS |  Web

Designer: Michael Ulrich

StudioAlex Photography
Our photographer gets a shot
at an updated website.

1. Original site
StudioAlex is well 
known for superb 
fi rearm images, but 
the photographer’s 
existing website is 
not up to the task of 
attracting her target 
audiences of creative 
directors, publication 
editors, and high-end 
gun collectors.

2. Photography
Although recognized 
for having mastered 
the intricacies of styl-
ing and lighting the 
metal, matte, and 
wood surfaces of her 
subjects, Alex has 
struggled to employ 
her images to best 
effect online.

3. Fonts
DG creative direc-
tor Michael Ulrich 
chose Mrs. Eaves from 
Emigre (www.emigre.
com) for its clas-
sic proportions and 
understated person-
ality. Another candi-
date was Clarendon, 
which Ulrich rejected 
because he felt it 
looked “Western” 
with the gun images 
and sent the wrong 
message about 
StudioAlex’s business.

1
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8. Next image
Navigation within the 
portfolio sections is 
via a series of col-
ored squares that go 
gray once the image 
has been viewed. 
Forward/back buttons 
are also provided for 
speedy inspection.

4. Name
Ulrich replaced the 
StudioAlex logo with a 
more restrained type 
treatment in keep-
ing with his classic 
vision for the site. He 
observes that there’s 
always a place for a 
logo in a website, but 
that place is not nec-
essarily at the head of 
the homepage.

5. Side navigation
StudioAlex’s clients 
tend to have specifi c 
areas of interest relat-
ing to types of fi rearm 
(as is the case with 
specialty publications 
and gun collectors), 
so her portfolio is sub-
divided accordingly.

4

6. Images
Although Ulrich 
for the most part 
employed one photo-
graph per page in his 
redesign, he advises 
that paired images 
can be used to cre-
ate variety within 
the portfolio. This is 
handy for dealing with 
photos which are ver-
tically formatted.

6

5

8

7. Credits
Each portfolio image 
is accompanied by a 
set of credits identify-
ing the publication 
in which the image 
appeared, where it 
was used (cover, fea-
ture story, ad), and 
make and model of 
fi rearm shown.

7
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It may be challenging to design a website 
for a business known to recharge its custom-
ers, but it’s possible to generate excitement 
on a site without clutter and confusion. 
Janice DiMaggio, creative director of JDS 

Worldwide, turned to DG for help in redesigning 
the website for client Club Getaway, which offers 
all-inclusive weekend adventures. “The current 
design is old,” she says. “Club Getaway is totally 
unique and the site needs to convey that. It doesn’t 
generate a buzz.”

Part of the reason the site doesn’t represent the 
adventurous nature of the company is that it’s hard 
to navigate, and its use of colors is confusing. “There 
were a couple of design problems that struck me 
right away,” notes designer Mandy Barrett. “I don’t 
like the way they use menus—it’s difficult to tell 
what connects with what. Secondly, there’s no cohe-
sive color palette. The web allows for full color, but 
that doesn’t mean your website should use them all.” 

Barrett first set out to make the navigation 
easier. By including a pull-out menu that runs to the 
side rather than the top, she was able to line up a sec-
ondary menu with the user’s primary selection. This 
will help visitors recognize where they are. The “In 
the News” section of Club Getaway’s site was messy, 
so instead of listing every notable quote, Barrett cre-
ated a menu in which the user can select the name 
of a publication, and its quote pops up to the right. 
“This should significantly decrease clutter on the 
page,” says the designer. She used the same technique 
for the photos page.

“Photos can convey full color, while a color pal-
ette evokes a feeling,” notes Barrett. She chose lime 
green as the site’s main color because it evokes the 
hip feeling of the company, whose target audience is 
age 25 to 40. Secondary colors include a complemen-
tary mint shade, blue (representing water sports), and 
brown (representing land activities).

Barrett selected fun fonts with clean lines—
RilloHeavy for headlines and Volkswagen Light for 
copy and menus. She also updated Club Getaway’s 
logo. “It was so childish before,” she notes. “They 
needed something clean and simple.” g

MAKEOVERS |  Web

Designer: Mandy Barrett

Club Getaway
Easy navigation helps a vacation 
spot’s website clean up its act.

1. Original 
Designer Mandy Bar-
rett noted two prob-
lems on fi rst glance 
at Club Getaway’s 
site—it’s cluttered 
and has no discern-
ible color palette. The 
website can gener-
ate more excitement 
by addressing these 
problems, she says.

2. Imagery
Barrett used images of 
people enjoying out-
door activities from 
Creatas and liquidli-
brary. The club could 
also hire a photogra-
pher to shoot images 
of satisfi ed clients. 
www.creatas.com, 
www.liquidlibrary.com

3. Fonts
To complement the 
hipness of the new 
site, the designer 
chose Volkswagen 
Light for copy and 
menus, and RilloHeavy 
for headlines.

4. Colors
Color on the origi-
nal site was all over 
the map, so Barrett 
cleaned it up with a 
cool palette of lime 
and mint green, blue, 
and brown. These 
colors also refl ect 
the exciting outdoor 
adventures the com-
pany offers its clients. 

1
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R58
G81
B122

R180
G200
B123

R215
G229
B213

R56
G22
B27

www.clubgetaway.com
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5. Logo change
Barrett thought the 
original Club Getaway 
logo was a bit child-
ish with its cute 
sun graphic, so she 
cleaned it up, using 
no graphic—just the 
same simple fonts she 
implemented through-
out her site redesign.

6. Side menus
The original site’s 
navigation was com-
plicated, so Barrett 
used a side menu 
to make it easier for 
visitors to recognize 
where they are. “If you 
can create a site that 
doesn’t involve scroll-
ing down, you should 
go for it,” says Barrett. 
Her redesign has only 
a couple pages (like 
the reservations page) 
that involve scrolling.

7. Notable quotes
Barrett uncluttered 
the quotes page by 
allowing users to 
choose a publication 
to see what it says 
about Club Getaway. 

8. Photos page
Instead of including 
one main list of all the 
adventure photos Club 
Getaway has on its 
site, visitors can select 
a specifi c activity or 
trip to see photos of 
that experience. 

9. Side navigation
The navigation now 
runs across the page 
to make it easier and 
less distracting for 
readers to see the 
images and informa-
tion they want.

8

7

6

5
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Cyd Gorman of The Data Edge wants 
to take the yawn out of her client’s 

website. Listed as one of the top doctors’ 
collaborations in New York magazine,
the Professional Anesthesiologists of 

Greater New York, P.C., uses its website to provide 
information regarding its office-based anesthesia ser-
vices for other physicians and to attract new business.

DG art director Kathie Alexander feels that 
to achieve the group’s goals the site needs a more 
streamlined and contemporary look. The group’s 
current black logo lacks strong visual appeal. The 
gray caduceus behind long stretches of text on the 
site is drab and distracting. 

Maintaining its basic identity, Alexander added 
color and texture to the logo to balance it. To spice 
up the site, Alexander chose a strong palette of colors 
that works well for a medical theme. She also added 
powerful images that scroll across the screen. This 
movement will lend excitement to the site but not 
detract from the overall message the group is sending.

A clear concern for any site is navigation. To 
address ease of use, Alexander created tabs lining the 
top of the screen. The information drops down and 
the user can then move easily to the next page. This 
is an improvement from the side buttons of the origi-
nal design. 

Alexander notes, “I wanted to make the site 
friendlier, and the portrait of the doctor is a nice, 
personal touch.” She also believes the associations 
the group maintains send a strong message to fellow 
physicians, so she included them on the right margin 
of each page. 

No strangers to pain management, this group 
of professional anesthesiologists will find recovering 
from its tired website pain-free. g

MAKEOVERS |  Web

Designer: Kathie Alexander 

Professional Anesthesiologists
A website recovers from 
a sleepy existence.

1. Original navigation
“You should be able 
to get everywhere 
you want to go from 
a home page,” DG’s 
Kathie Alexander says,  
so she developed tabs 
for easier navigation. 

2. Balanced logo 
The current logo is 
too big and fi ghts 
with the circle image. 
“The logo was the 
fi rst thing that caught 
my eye,” notes the 
designer. “I thought 
just balancing the 
information would 
make a big differ-
ence for the site.” 

3. Fonts
Arial is a good choice: 
It’s a large font family, 
it reproduces well in 
various sizes, and it’s 
a standard on most 
machines. Sans serif 
faces are also ideal for 
web because they’re 
easy on the eyes.

4. Colors
More appealing is the 
new sophisticated pal-
ette of rich colors that 
appropriately set off 
the medical photos. 

1

3

4
R168
G29
B42

R100
G34
B31

R236
G226
B217

R193
G175
B160

2

Professi  nal
Anesthesiologists

of Greater New York, P.C.

Before

After

www.myanesthesia.com
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Professional Anesthesiologists of Greater New York, P.C.

PAIN MANAGEMENTANESTHESIA SERVICE ASSOCIATIONSOUR DOCTORS

ABOUT US CONTACT US FAQs

WELCOME TO P.A.G.N.Y.

Professional Anesthesiologists of Greater New York, P.C. (PAGNY) is a premier 

provider of office-based anesthesia and pain management services in the New York 

metropolitan area. Our physicians have many years of academic and private practice 

experience and are all board certified. You will not find better anesthesiologists.

Professi  nal
Anesthesiologists

of Geater New York, P.C.

Professional Anesthesiologists of Greater New York, P.C.

PAIN MANAGEMENTANESTHESIA SERVICE ASSOCIATIONSOUR DOCTORS

Hello, my name is Alan Kestenbaum MD, a board-certified Pain Management 

physician in Bronxville, N.Y., about 15 miles due north of New York City. 

I have been treating pain for many years and have helped thousands of people 

like yourself.

Do you have chronic pain?

Pain is a normal response to an injury and is usually short-lived (ie. days or weeks). 

Pain persisting for months, usually greater than 3 to 6 months, is considered 

chronic. If you have chronic pain, you can get help.

Is there any treatment?

Medications, therapeutic nerve blocks, exercise, acupuncture, local electrical 

stimulation, and surgery, are some possible treatments for chronic pain. 

Psychotherapy, relaxation, biofeedback and behavior modification may also 

be employed.

What is the prognosis?

Many people with chronic pain can be helped. The sooner you seek help, the better 

the prognosis. Generally speaking, pain treatment is more effective in the early 

stages of development. However, this does not mean that you cannot get help at 

any time.

What are some common pain problems that can be treated in the office? 

• Back and neck pain, including herniated discs and spinal stenosis

• Cancer pain from tumors

• Chronic abdominal pain and pelvic pain

• Complex regional pain syndrome

PAIN MANAGEMENT One of the most common problems in treating chronic pain is that people wait too long to get help. 

This happens for a variety of reasons, but is usually because many people do not know where to turn.

Professional Associations

We are proud to be associated 

with the following societies and 

organizations. For more 

information, please click on the 

links below:

The American Board 
of Anesthesiology

Castle and Connolly Guide

American Society of 
Anesthesiologists

Professi  nal
Anesthesiologists

of Geater New York, P.C.

Professional Anesthesiologists of Greater New York, P.C.

PAIN MANAGEMENTANESTHESIA SERVICE ASSOCIATIONSOUR DOCTORS

Dr. Alan Kestenbaum

is President of Professional Anesthesiologists of Greater New York, P.C. He 

completed his undergraduate degree in Biomedical Engineering from Boston 

University, Magna Cum Laude, in 1980 and received his medical degree from 

Boston University School of Medicine in 1985. After completing his internship in 

general surgery and residency in anesthesiology at Long Island Jewish Medical 

Center, he completed his fellowship in Pain Management at Memorial Sloan 

Kettering Cancer Center. In 1989, Dr. Kestenbaum began as an Instructor of 

Clinical Anesthesiology at The New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center and was 

an Associate Professor of Clinical Anesthesiology when he departed in 2000 to 

enter private practice. He was also the co-founder of the Pain Management Center. 

Dr. Joanne Goldman

has been with Professional Anesthesiologists of Greater New York, P.C. since 

2002. She received a degree in Biochemical Sciences from Princeton University in 

1983 and her medical degree from the Albert Einstein College of Medicine in 1987. 

After completing her anesthesiology residency program in 1991 at The New York 

Hospital-Cornell University Medical Center, she was an Attending Anesthesiologist 

at both New York University Medical Center and St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital 

Center.   Dr. Goldman has also worked at the Fifth Avenue Surgery Center and 

served as Medical Director for the ParkMedEastern Women's Center in New York 

City. She is a member of the American Medical Association, the American Society 

of Anesthesiologists, and the Society for Ambulatory Anesthesia.

OUR DOCTORS beyond ensuring the patient's comfort, today's anesthesiologists' primary role in the operating room is to

make informed medical judgments to protect and regulate the patient's critical life functions that are affected by the surgery being performed.

Professional Associations

We are proud to be associated 

with the following societies and 

organizations. For more 

information, please click on the 

links below:

The American Board 
of Anesthesiology

Castle and Connolly Guide

American Society of 
Anesthesiologists

Professi  nal
Anesthesiologists

of Geater New York, P.C.

9. Personality
Alexander also notes, 
“The questions page 
needs to be more 
interesting. By add-
ing a picture of the 
physician answer-
ing the questions, I 
believe it gives this 
page a nicer, more 
friendly personality.”

5. Top navigation
The tabs at the top 
of the screen allow 
the viewer to quickly 
move throughout the 
site. Alexander used 
four sections at the 
top and drops the 
general info (About 
Us, Contact Us, etc.) 
to the bottom.

6. Scrolling images
The medical images 
will scroll across the 
screen, lending it a 
bit more authenticity. 

7. Drop-down nav
Once the user clicks 
on a tab, a gray bar 
with a brief intro 
drops down. 

8. Associations
The designer included 
medical associations 
on each page because 
they are important 
for credibility.

5

7

9

6

8
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Assignment: Design a website that is 
accessible to people in remote areas of 
the globe who do not have access to 

the latest technologies. Also, make it 
fresh, dynamic, and contemporary, 

without any glitz or graphics requiring hi-tech sys-
tems. No sweat, right?

Tackling this balancing act, designer Samuel 
Berkes worked to meet all the needs required by 
the Congregation of the Sisters of the Holy Cross 
in his redesign of its website. According to the 
Congregation’s director of communications, Barbara 
Wade, “We are a not-for-profit organization that 
works within modest budget limitations and any web 
redesign must be completed in-house. Our vision is 
to have a site that strikes a balance between sisters 
with technical limitations located throughout the 
world and also a technologically savvy public.”

The Congregation would also like its site to 
boost donations and help educate the general public 
on its mission and ministries, all while attracting 
women to vocation programs. “Holy Cross sisters 
practice a contemplative spirituality while being 
women of action,” says Wade. 

To increase traffic and grow its ministry, the 
Congregation’s website needs a fresh look. The origi-
nal site design is dated, copy heavy, compartmental-
ized, and difficult to navigate. Additionally, Wade 
would like a “headline news” section featuring chang-
ing stories.

To this end, Berkes chose top-tab navigation 
that remains static on each page for user ease. He 
suggests modern fonts (Arial for its universality 
and legibility) and colors (a natural, web-safe, and 
symbolically strong palette) to complete the contem-
porary transformation within the group’s technical 
constraints. Lastly, he added small touches to the 
logo to increase the natural look of the earth and 
vines and to provide cohesion between all pages of 
the site. The result is a fluid, connected website. g

MAKEOVERS |  Web

Designer: Samuel Berkes

Sisters of the Holy Cross
A designer creates a contemporary 
look within low-tech limitations.

1. Original look
The original site con-
tains a vast number 
of pages, often bring-
ing a viewer several 
levels into the site. 
The design is out-
dated and needs a 
modern appearance.

2. Updated logo
The current logo is not 
a cause for design dis-
tress, but it could use 
a tune-up. The hand-
drawn lines display 
a simple, vernacular 
style, so the logo is 
updated and revived 
with a few changes to 
the vines, leaves, and 
earth graphics. 

3. Fonts
Designer Samuel 
Berkes chose Arial 
for the body copy 
because it’s legible 
and versatile in many 
web platforms. He 
suggests Panorama 
Light (available at 
www.itcfonts.com) 
for the headlines and 
the logo.

4. Colors
Berkes recommends 
these web-safe colors 
to represent a natu-
ral, calm appearance 
throughout the rede-
signed pages.

1

3

4

2 Before After

R40
G40
B40

R153
G153
B102

R102
G51
B0

R204
G204
B153

R0
G0

B130

www.cscsisters.org
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What’s New

Sister Patricia 

Mulvaney, CSC

Health Care

Boise, Idaho

Sister Patricia leads the Palliative Care 

Program initiative at Saint Alphonsus Regional 

Medical Center in Boise, Idaho, which helps 

to improve care at the end of life. She also 

serves on the Saint Alphonsus Regional 

Medical Center Foundation Board and is a 

member of the Saint Benedict’s Hospital Board 

in Jerome, Idaho.

SISTER OF THE WEEK—February 7, 2005

Women of . . .
• action
• compassion
• hospitality
• justice
• prayer

• In her January 2005 inaugural address, Saint Mary’s 

College president Carol Mooney traces the courage and 

vision of “Saint Mary’s women” to the Congregation’s 

pioneering role in liberal arts education and social 

consciousness for women.

• Come to Holy Cross Week at Saint Mary’s, Notre Dame, 

Indiana, July 18-25 to learn about the Sisters of the Holy 

Cross. Check out the “Experience Holy Cross” brochure

(272 KB-PDF file) and register online. Questions? 

Contact vocations@cscsisters.org for more information.

• The Fifth Corporate Stand is approved.  Corporate

Stand on Water as a Human Right and Public Trust.

• Earthfest:  A Calendar Celebrating the Earth Community 

was published and distributed to the Congregation.

Just Published
• Life Signs—Sisters’ bimonthly newsletter

• Tribute—quarterly newsletter for donors and friends       

• Holy Cross Global Economic Justice Network newsletter

• Crossing Boundaries

Spring/Summer 04

Previous Issues

• Publications on Global Justice

See what’s new in . . .
Sisters in the News

Support for Ministries

Work for Justice

Vocation Events

Go Back

9. Navigation 2
Top and sidebar navi-
gation stays in place. 
The articles can be 
scrolled, but this static 
navigation gives the 
viewer the option to 
move to a new page 
at any time.

5. Navigation 1
While the original nav-
igation system works 
OK, it’s hard to fol-
low within pages. The 
redesigned site’s new 
navigation uses a tab 
system to move from 
page to page, creating 
a visual guide. 

6. Home page
A new look for the 
home page is inspired 
by a “headline news” 
style. The original 
“What’s New” page 
featuring changing 
stories and events is 
now included on the 
home page.

HOME SPIRITUALITY
BECOMING
A SISTER

WAYS TO
HELP/GIVE

PUBLICATIONS
ARCHIVES

& RECORDS

Holy Cross Women Seeking Justice in 

the New Millennium

Our work for justice is coordinated and 

directed by the Congregation Justice Com-

mittee (CJC). International in composition, 

the CJC helps the members of the Congre-

gation understand and address issues of 

poverty and social injustice systemically and

from a global perspective.

To accomplish this, the CJC works to:

• raise consciousness about justice issues

• advocate action strategies which promote structural change

• provide justice-related resources

• network nationally and internationally with others working for social justice.

Contact Us

If you’d like to know more about our work for justice, send an e-mail message to the 

Congregation Justice Coordinator.

Our Work for Justice

RETURN TO TOP GO BACK
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Our Issues

Prayer Resources
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Photo Album

Links
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About Us
Section Index
Our Mission

Our Ministries

  Education

  CSC Ministry

Network

Origin and History

Ministry Timeline

FAQ 

Associates Program

To learn more about

us, also see:

Ministry With the Poor

Sisters in the News

Go Back 

Who are the Sisters of the Holy Cross?

We are a Roman Catholic congregation of religious women, part of the international Holy 

Cross family of sisters, brothers and priests.

Sisters of the Holy Cross live out Jesus’ gospel and mission by ministering in many different 

ways to people around the world. 

Addressing unmet needs in a variety of cultures and settings, we minister in large hospitals 

and small outreach clinics; in elementary and secondary schools and universities; in 

churches and parishes; in the streets of the inner city and remote rural areas of eight 

countries on four continents.

Learn more about our mission and our ministries to assist and empower people around 

the globe.

Also, read our Journeys and Mementos to discover how some sisters were led to life in 

Holy Cross and how they responded to God’s call to serve.

RETURN TO TOP GO BACK

HOME PUBLICATIONS
ARCHIVES

& RECORDS

Ways to Help/Give

RETURN TO TOP GO BACK

Section Index
Ministry With the Poor

Ways You Can Help

Christmas Remem-

 brance Cards

Remembrance Cards

Tribute Newsletter

Ministry Priorities

Donate Now

Cookbook

FAQ 

Request Information 

Go Back 

Participate in the life and work of the Sisters of the Holy Cross by supporting our ministries 

and other Congregational needs now and in the future.

There are many ways you can help, from donations to Ministry With the Poor Fund projects 

to participation in our Remembrance Gift Program or Planned Giving Program.

Donate now or, for more information, contact:

Sister Jeanette Fettig, CSC

Director of Development

407 Bertrand Hall—Saint Mary’s

Notre Dame, Indiana 46556-5000 

Phone: (574) 284-5641

Fax: (574) 284-5899

E-mail: development@cscsisters.org 

ABOUT US
OUR WORK 

FOR JUSTICE
SPIRITUALITY

BECOMING
A SISTER

WAYS TO
HELP/GIVE

LINKS CONTACT US SITE MAP MEMBERS AREA

9

7. Image treatment
Images on the original 
site are feathered on 
the edges and dis-
played in full color. 
Berkes gave these 
images a crisp edge 
instead and treated 
them with a duotone 
to match the color of 
the new site.

8. Logo treatment
The logo is given 
full treatment only 
on the home page. 
Subsequent pages 
show only the graphic 
portion to create more 
room for articles and 
other information.

6
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7
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Capturing the enthusiasm of a custom 
graphics company on the web can be 

challenging, as Mike Jarvis, owner and 
operator of Graphics by Jarvis can 
attest. “My current website looks plain 

and boring,” he notes. “It doesn’t refl ect the excit-
ing nature of my business.” He wants his company 
to have a site that’s arresting and professional to 
impress potential customers and increase sales and 
traffic, which is why he turned to DG for a redesign.

Graphics by Jarvis has two separate divisions for 
its graphics work: Car and Commercial. Designer 
Ashley Haffner thinks both areas are a bit unorga-
nized, so she decided to give them a more unified 
design. “The intro page is effective at taking people 
to the two separate divisions, so I didn’t change it,” 
she says. “The real problem lies in the way the two 
sites are organized visually, and in the navigation. It’s 
visually jarring to go from the slick black intro page 
into the stark white commercial side.” 

To make the sites more unified, Haffner chose a 
metal theme since both divisions use it as a medium. 
She gave the business side a more conservative look, 
and appealed to the company’s creative audience on 
the car graphics side with an edgy, urban design. 

The designer addressed navigation problems 
by moving links that took customers away from the 
main purpose of the site—to show off its work—to 
the bottom of the page, where they are still accessible 
but don’t detract as much. She also included a link 
to the commercial site on the car side so customers 
don’t have to retype the URL to get there. 

For both divisions, Haffner suggests Graphics 
by Jarvis include more information on its products 
and more images per page. She notes that customers 
on the car side should have the ability to click into 
a larger image of a particular car with more details, 
and she gave the commercial site thumbnails which 
could also be clicked on to give a larger view. Haffner
proposes that the company should have close-up 
photographs of its work to better show off its graph-
ics, without models blocking the view—not that we 
have anything against models. g

MAKEOVERS |  Web

Designer: Ashley Haffner

Graphics by Jarvis
A web overhaul unites two business 
divisions with a common element.

1. Disunited original
Although designer 
Ashley Haffner thinks 
the main page of 
Graphics by Jarvis 
does a good job, the 
two division sites are 
not unifi ed and lack 
visual appeal. The de-
signer also notes that 
there is not enough 
content on either side.

2. Images
Larger and more 
close-up images of 
the graphics Jarvis 
designs for car buffs 
and businesses would 
tell customers more 
about what the com-
pany does.

3. Fonts
Haffner selected 
Eurostile in Regular 
and Bold for its read-
ability onscreen.

4. Colors
A mixture of black, 
gray, and blue goes 
well with the metal 
theme Haffner gave 
to both sites, and the 
palette also unifi es
the two divisions.

1

3

4
R51

G102
B153

R0
G153
B204

R102
G102
B102

R51
G51
B51

www.graphicsbyjarvis.com
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5. Car division
Haffner created 
excitement with a 
metal theme and fi ery 
graphics. (She says 
that ideally the car 
should face into the 
page, but she was 
using existing graph-
ics off the site.) She 
moved the navigation 
from the left side to 
the top and bottom of 
the page—links that 
take customers away 
from seeing company 
work were placed on 
the bottom so they 
wouldn’t detract. 
Although Mike Jarvis 
requested it, Haffner 
purposely avoided 
Flash to make the site 
less complicated. 

6. Commercial side
The designer unifi ed 
the two divisions with 
a coherent theme of 
metal, a medium for 
the company’s graph-
ics. Also, “content on 
the commercial site 
is lacking,” she notes. 
In her redesign she 
pointed out specifi c 
products and pro-
vided more descrip-
tive explanations.

7. Larger imagery
Jarvis should get 
larger, more close-up 
images of his work 
to really show off his 
products to poten-
tial clients—on both 
divisions, suggests 
Haffner. Each image 
or thumbnail can be 
clicked on to offer a 
larger view to custom-
ers visiting the site.

5

6
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The appeal of a redesign is that sense of endless pos-
sibility—the chance to reinvent a company’s identity 
to refl ect its best self. But as anyone who’s been 
through the process knows, there are countless ways 
things can go off track. A designer’s challenge is to 
steer around all the obstacles—from design by com-
mittee to unrealistic deadlines—and deliver a smart 
solution to the problem at hand. 

First things fi rst
Sean Adams, partner at AdamsMorioka (www.
adamsmorioka.com), says 80 percent of any redesign 
is talking, gathering information, and building con-
sensus. “Everyone tends to think the solution is a 
new logo,” he says. “If someone calls and just wants 
a new logo, we’ll say we’re not interested.” Instead, 
his firm looks for situations where they can build a
partnership with a client. They demand access to 
the fi nal decision makers and look at big issues—
like messaging and core business values—before 
working back to the visuals.

The firm makes it a point to talk with as many 
people in a company as possible. Who do they think 
the company is? What do they think they do? For 
a rebranding project for Nickelodeon, this phase 
included talks with employees in the mailroom all 
the way up to the company president. “We’re like 

by Michelle Taute

Want a head-turning 
redesign? Put substance 
before style. 

of the
Makeover

Money magazine
A recent redesign
coincided with a shift 
in Money ’s editorial 
tone. The new look 
refl ects the emotional 
side of fi nances as 
well as the practical.

The new Money logo 
was designed to be 
useful in places other 
than the cover. An 
uppercase M and a 
slab serif font give it 
a strong presence.

BEFORE

AFTER
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archaeologists trying to dig back to the core of who 
they are,” Adams says. “Our job is to try to take 
away the subjective point of view.” And the way to 
do that is by establishing a set of criteria everyone 
wants to meet.

Getting the specifi cs
At ID Branding (www.idbranding.com), a rebrand-
ing project typically starts with an all-day identity 
workshop. The firm facilitates a discussion about 
business context, talking with the client about the 
company’s history, vision, mission, and values. 
Then the agenda moves to tone and voice. What 
would the business be like if it was a person? Stuffy? 
Casual? “In order to establish the kind of connec-
tions they want with customers, they need to relate 
to people on a human level,” says creative director 
Brian Rupp.

Answers to all of these questions can help 
articulate what makes a client uniquely valuable in 
the marketplace. Rupp says these findings are put 
together in an identity platform—a document that 
answers the questions who, what, and why. It’s then 
approved by the client and used as a foundation for 
future creative work.

Tim Smith, principal and creative director of 
Tim Smith Design (www.timsmithdesign.com), 
suggests you also familiarize yourself with a client’s 
customers. “Get a client to provide you with infor-
mation from their customers or do it yourself,” he 
says. “Interview end users. They’re the ones who have 
to respond.”

Designer as client
Sometimes the best tactic to make a redesign go 
well is to get out of the way. When Davia Smith 
became the art director of Money magazine last year, 
the publication had already decided to redesign. An 
extensive research project got feedback from readers 
(and potential readers as well) while internal staff 
met for their own brainstorming sessions. When 
it was time to start on the new visual look, the 
magazine hired Pentagram’s (www.pentagram.com) 
Abbott Miller to lead the way.

Miller met with four key decision makers at the 
magazine, who shared their goals and research. Then 
he was given the freedom to go behind closed doors 
for three weeks and come back to the table with a 
number of big-picture proposals. “He’s a very careful 
listener, and the things he came back with addressed 
very specific challenges we talked about,” Smith says. 
“The whole experience was wonderful.” g

Michelle Taute (michelle@michelletaute.com) 
is a freelance writer and editor in Cincinnati 
who specializes in design topics.

The new cover makes 
an impact with a 
photo that truly cap-
tures a moment and 
fewer cover lines. “We 
wanted to get away 
from a white guy in a 
business suit as the 
symbol of author-
ity,” says Money’s art 
director, Davia Smith.

BEFORE

AFTER
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Full-bleed divider 
pages make it easy 
for readers to navigate 
the magazine. The 
mini table of contents 
in the upper-right cor-
ner offers a section’s 
contents at a glance. 
“We wanted to elevate 
the departments to 
a feature sensibility,” 
Smith says. These 
pages also offer the 
opportunity to bring 
more real people into 
the book, as seen here 
on the “Home” and 
“Plan” pages.

Features now provide 
quick service and mul-
tiple points of entry 
with graphs, call-outs, 
charts, big numbers, 
and bolder type. To 
increase brand pres-
ence, the magazine 
went from 90+ fonts 
down to three: Boton, 
Kievit, and Mercury.
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Amcom
Amcom offers call-
center software, 
speech recognition 
products, emer-
gency notifi cation 
systems, and more. 
Designer Cindi 
Soebbing Caughron 
of Corporate Creative 
(c-creative@mchsi. 
com) aimed to turn a 
hodge-podge design 
approach into a full-
fl edged identity sys-
tem. The company 
had recently paid 
someone to redesign 
its logo, so Caughron 
refi ned the existing 
mark by reshading 
the comet tail and 
bringing it to conclu-
sion within the letters. 
Direct mail pieces 
include messaging on 
the front as well as 
the mailing panel. This 
ups the likelihood of 
catching the attention 
of a busy professional.

BEFORE

AFTER

A prominent circle 
appears on many of 
Amcom’s materials, 
illustrating what the 
company’s call auto-
mation products do: 
help people connect 
and communicate. 

Amcom serves 
four main indus-
tries—healthcare, 
business, hospitality, 
and government—so 
Caughron color-coded 
brochures for each 
market segment. 
Product-specifi c 
materials, used across 
industries, feature a 
bar that vignettes all 
four colors together.

C100
M72
Y2

K34

C0
M83
Y60
K51

C76
M0
Y60
K69

C78
M100
Y17
K11
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PECI
PECI, a nonprofi t 
focused on the 
responsible use of 
energy, had an old 
logo that used an 
Art Deco font. This 
didn’t accurately 
refl ect the company’s 
progressive ethos. 
ID Branding over-
hauled PECI’s logo 
with a modern, sans 
serif font (based on 
Monolein Inbetween). 
The thin lines help 
signal to viewers 
that the letters stand 
for Portland Energy 
Conservation, Inc. 
Employing images of 
modern structures 
helps PECI connect 
with potential clients 
in the building con-
struction industry.

“It was critical that 
these materials look 
clean to refl ect PECI’s 
belief in responsible 
energy use,” says ID 
Branding creative 
director Brian Rupp. 
The trade show ban-
ners at left encompass
that minimalist feel.

BEFORE

AFTER

7246

The new identity fea-
tures blue, yellow, and 
green—PMS 7462, 
136, and 7489. Green 
fl oods on the back 
of the business cards 
and inside of folders 
set the backdrop for 
the company’s eco-
logical mindset.

136 7489
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The addition of a tag-
line, people pictures, 
sums up the photog-
rapher’s specialty. 
The rice-grain motif 
continues within the 
word people. These 
slim business cards 
are a great way to 
get people’s attention 
without spending a lot 
of money. “We came 
to the decision that 
being memorable was 
more important than 
fi tting in a rolodex,” 
Smith says. With the 
postcard templates at 
right, which are suit-
able for bleed and 
non-bleed images, 
Rice can easily have a 
production designer 
plug in new photos.

Ted Rice
Photographer Ted 
Rice needed a fresher 
logo that more ac-
curately refl ected his 
personality and work. 
His new logo, created 
by Tim Smith Design, 
is lighter and brighter. 
It retains brand con-
tinuity by employing 
a font that’s not too 
far from the original 
and by moving the 
rice-grain shape (pre-
viously framing the 
logo) over the letter 
i. This holiday e-card 
(right) captures Rice’s 
sense of humor, and 
it’s also likely to grab 
the attention of busy 
art directors, editors, 
and designers.  

BEFORE

AFTER
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by Terry Lee Stone

The University of Southern California’s admission materials had 
served it well. But it was time to take a fresh approach.

Undergrad
Overhaul
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Not all makeovers are created equal. Some redesigns 
aren’t directed at addressing the shortcomings of a 
prior design. Areas of emphasis change, identity sys-
tems change, people change … and design work has 
to change to refl ect the new realities.

The advantages that a fresh point of view can 
bring are apparent in a recent makeover of admission 
materials for the University of Southern California 
(USC) in Los Angeles.

The university’s Enrollment Services Depart-
ment—better known as the admission depart-
ment—had previously worked with Pentagram’s 
San Francisco office to create its suite of marketing 
and information materials. Pentagram partner and 
creative director Kit Hinrichs developed an award-
winning design approach that was startlingly original 
in the world of admissions materials. His design was 
so effective, in fact, that USC reprinted it virtually 
unchanged for five years—a long time in the world 
of college communications.

But after half a decade and the arrival of a new 
vice provost for Enrollment Services, J. Michael 
Thompson, USC was ready for a rebranding of its 
materials. Southern California-based AdamsMorioka, 
Inc. (www.adamsmorioka.com), was selected to 
develop the new tools.

AdamsMorioka approached the project by 
exploring the essence of USC. Partners Sean Adams 
and Noreen Morioka met with admission staff, heads 
of the university’s various schools and departments, 
alumni, and students to identify the factors that 
would determine their design decisions.

Opposite: Marketing 
and branding a uni-
versity is similar to 
working with a cor-
poration. Both have 
unique sets of attri-
butes, defi ned goals, 
timelines, and bud-
gets. AdamsMorioka 
designed these 
materials to help USC 
appeal to prospec-
tive students. The 
Broadside (upper left) 
is the fi rst piece sent 
to candidates; it intro-
duces the university 
and includes a return 
card for requesting a 
Viewbook. The Pocket 
Folder (center), sent 
to admitted students, 
serves as a containing 
device for correspon-
dence and brochures, 
including Welcome 
and Living (lower 
right). The pieces use 
the same basic lay-
out grid, colors, and 
typography to create 
a cohesive suite of 
promotional tools.

Among the foundations of the revamp were the 
university’s strategic initiatives, devised to build on 
the institution’s strengths and provide a roadmap for 
the future. The initiatives focused on undergraduate 
education, interdisciplinary research, building pro-
grams based on the resources of Southern California, 
and internationalization. These underlying messages, 
plus the university’s goals of boosting its appeal to 
targeted prospects, improving student readiness for 
enrollment, and assisting in the completion of the 
enrollment process, gave AdamsMorioka clear direc-
tives on which to base the redesign.

AdamsMorioka’s conviction was that admission 
materials should present not just USC, but its home 
in Los Angeles as well. The school is in one of the 
world’s most exciting cities, and the materials needed 
to reflect that—in tone, color, imagery, and messag-
ing. USC is a premiere learning institution, unique 
in its blending of research, undergraduate and gradu-
ate studies, funding, management, and quality of 
educational life. All of these factors found expression 
in AdamsMorioka’s rebranding, and success in their 
efforts has been evident in both an increased number 
of applications and improved quality of applicants.

The USC Viewbook, 
Guide to USC (cen-
ter right), takes on 
the conventions of a  
travel guide. “It is an 
apt metaphor,” says 
Sean Adams, “because 
the piece helps guide 
prospective students 
in the academic trav-
els that impact the 
entire course of their 
lives.” The book’s for-
mat was signifi cantly 
reduced from the 
previous tabloid size 
(near right) to a handy 
pocket size.

The new admission 
materials incorporate 
USC’s famed colors 
(PMS 201 and 123) 
as well as standard 
typefaces FF Unit and 
Monotype Sabon.

Terry Lee Stone (terry@terryleestone.com) is 
a design management consultant and writer/
educator in Los Angeles. She is co-author of 
Logo Design Workbook with Sean Adams and 
Noreen Morioka. This summer and fall she 
will lead a series of workshops for Dynamic 
Graphics Training called “Logo Design 
Workshop: Process, Systems, and Inspiration.”
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“The Viewbook was 
designed to accom-
modate several lev-
els of reading,” says 
Adams. It includes 
large typography 
to “gather sound 
bites,” lengthy texts 
to provide detailed 
information, and a 
purely visual review to 
present USC and the 
community through 
photos and graphics. 
Website addresses are 
scattered through-
out to send readers 

The university is pre-
sented in a manner 
appropriate to the 
changing needs of 
students and their 
parents. These audi-
ences are savvy about 
higher education and 
expect to be provided 
with relevant infor-
mation for making 
important decisions. 
The opening spreads 
in the Viewbook set 
the tone immediately. 
They send the mes-
sage that readers will 
see the school, Los 
Angeles, and be told 
“Why USC.”

online for even more 
information. A letter 
from the president 
(top) tells why USC is 
unique, using simple, 
large typography that 
invites reading. Fact 
pages spell out key 
data and benefi ts. 
The table of contents 
(above) introduces 
color coding bars 
that assist readers in 
navigating through 
undergraduate majors, 
which is a core func-
tion of the book.
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The Viewbook show-
cases both USC 
and its home in Los 
Angeles. Up front, key 
faculty members are 
featured to send a 
message of academic 
excellence. Later in 
the book, a series of 
images of Los Angeles 
provides a sense of 
place. “Actual USC 
students were given 
disposable cameras 
and asked to photo-
graph their worlds,” 
says AdamsMorioka 
designer Cynthia 
Jacquette. “We got 

back some very inter-
esting shots!” The 
students’ photos are 
interspersed with 
professional images 
that also exhibit a 
cinema verité style. 
This approach results 
in a feeling of authen-
ticity and freshness 
not typical in college 
admission materi-
als. Employing these 
simple but power-
ful graphic devices 
throughout the book 
ties together people, 
place, the institution, 
and fi nally, the brand.
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These spreads from 
the Viewbook show 
the visual system at 
work. Because USC 
draws its student pop-
ulation from around 
the world, diversity 
is represented in a 
grid of images and 
simple map graph-
ics (at right), as well 
as in a colorful bar 
chart (above). Maps 
show USC’s large 
campus and place 
it in the context of 
Los Angeles. Color 
is a unifying device 
throughout the 
Viewbook. The cam-

pus map (below) picks 
up—in pastel—the 
same palette of colors 
used for navigation in 
major sections of the 
book. The spread for 
the School of Cinema-
Television (below, at 
right) shows how the 
color-coding strip on 
the left margin of the 
page is employed for 
navigation. Since USC 
offers many choices 
for socializing and 
playing, the school’s 
nationally ranked 
sports programs 
are featured as well 
(opposite, below).
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How to Approach a Makeover 
With a Large Institution

Change can be tough to accomplish in big organiza-
tions. A defi ned, inclusive process will ease the transi-
tions. Rebranding an institution requires consensus 
of stakeholders or, alternatively, decree of the leader. 
Either way, it’s best to allow people to make contri-
butions. This bonds them to the creative solution. 
Stakeholders invested in the outcome are more likely 
to support the design. Here are seven essential steps:

1. Interview stakeholders.
Speak to a variety of people who use these pieces, 
including staff and audience members. Meet in small 
groups. Set the scene for a candid discussion. Listen.

2. Explore what is true about the brand.
Find the essence of the institution—what is and will 
always be true. Do independent research. Look into 
the competitive landscape.

3. Discover what works and what doesn’t.
Ask stakeholders for an evaluation. Consider what 
their role is and factor that into your appraisals. Users 
can tell you what is and isn’t working; usually they’re 
just waiting to be asked. Armed with this knowledge, 
turn negatives into positives.

4. Present your fi ndings.
Call a meeting to tell stakeholders what you’ve dis-
covered. Use visuals. Build consensus by validat-
ing observations from interviews. Present your own 
research and analysis. Draw conclusions. Make sure 
the leader publicly supports your conclusions. 

5. Talk through the design concepts.
With large numbers of stakeholders it’s important to 
provide opportunities to absorb the design concept 
and criteria. Your design will seem less arbitrary and 
will meet with fewer roadblocks in implementation.

6. Design representative pieces and present them.
Create layouts for selected materials. Present these 
preliminary designs to the leader privately. Then go 
back to the group with a presentation so they can see 
their ideas in action. Allow comments and input.  

7. Implement the new design.
With their input provided, all stakeholders should be 
on board with the new direction. You’re now ready to 
begin implementation and actually design the pieces. 
Draw up a schedule because rollout can involve com-
plex issues. Decide in advance if old materials will be 
phased out, or simply disappear and be replaced.
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Packaging makeovers are booming. 
Here’s why change can be good, and 
how to position your next revamp.

Change

Redesign

by Stacey King Gordon

forMarket 
Redesigning existing product packaging is fast 
becoming one of the most requested projects in 
graphic design. While at first glance packaging 
refreshes may seem like no-brainers, they can often 
turn out to be trickier and more anxiety-provoking 
than designing a consumer package from scratch.

That’s because when you redesign an existing, 
recognized package, you walk a fine line between sell-
ing more of the product to a broader audience and 
alienating your long-standing consumer base. Even 
when there’s evidence that a design is holding back a 
product’s potential on the shelf, it can be difficult for 
a company to let go of its beloved heritage. 

Why change?
Companies resistant to change can quickly get left 
behind, which is why the packaging redesign busi-
ness is so hot these days. Product managers fi nd 
their packaging out of date or floundering because 
of major shifts in the marketplace. Retail channels 
and customer demographics are changing before 
manufacturers’ eyes. 

It’s all business
A package design can begin to fail in its duty to sell 
because it’s so outdated it no longer feels fresh. Or 
it can miss the mark due to a change in target audi-
ence or consumer needs. It may simply pale in com-
parison to a competitor’s new approach. Or it may 

1. The original Dole 
Fruit Bowls packag-
ing was aimed at 
attracting kids, with 
a lot of color and 
motion. Each variety 
bore its own unique, 
bold color. The pack-

age used individual 
pieces of fruit raining 
from above, as well 
as chunky, shadowed, 
bouncing type and
a spotlight glow in 
the background to 
create excitement.

1
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need to be updated because the manufacturer has 
decided to change the focus of the product itself.

Determining the business reason behind the 
need for a redesign largely drives the approach for 
the project. “A well-defined problem is half the solu-
tion,” says Michael Osborne of Michael Osborne 
Design (www.modsf.com), a firm that has tackled 
high-profile redesigns for products such as Clos du 
Bois wine, Gymboree, and Jack Daniels.

If a manufacturer is relaunching a product, for 
example, the packaging designer may choose some-
thing that can stand the test of time, rather than a 
“trendy” solution. On the other hand, for a product 
that faces fierce competition, a designer may need to 
go out on a limb and risk a more radical, ground-
breaking approach to help the product stand out and 
shake up the category.

Determining the approach
After determining the business reason for redesign, 
designers must analyze the current situation before 
embarking on the project.

Many packaging designers rely on a scale, usu-
ally ranging from 1 to 10, to determine how dra-
matically the redesign will stray from the original. 
The 1 ranking may indicate a more evolutionary 
approach—a small, discreet step forward—while 10 
represents a revolutionary redesign, or a completely 
new look. 

Where the design project falls on the scale indi-
cates how much of a packaging’s existing equity must 
be retained in the redesign. Equity in package design 
includes familiar elements that communicate the 
brand: colors, logo, type, images, words. A company 
can become attached to equity that, research might 
show, doesn’t need to remain. One example was 
when Lipton tea shed the red box and 90-year-old 
etching of founder Thomas Lipton, which had long 
characterized the brand. Every piece of equity is up 
for examination, even when a client insists at first
that it’s sacred.

Asking the questions
Focus groups and other kinds of research help de-
signers determine what must stay and what can be 
refreshed. As designers explore how far a redesign 
should go, they should ask the following questions:
•  Who are the consumers of the product? How are 

their needs different from what the current pack-
age is communicating?

•  How crowded is the product category? Who are 
the competitors—new or longstanding brands? 

•  Where is the product primarily sold? Are there 
new merchandising trends, category shifts, or 
retail focuses that are relevant?

•  How long has the current package design been in 
place? How long does the client, for business rea-
sons, need the redesign to last?

To reach this more 
adult client demo-
graphic, Dole selected 
a design direction 
that was more con-
ventional but told 
the story of “fresh-
picked” fruit. The 
package conveys the 
bold freshness of 
the product through 
close-up, colorful 
images of succulent 
fruit. A simple, femi-
nine font and a subtle 
swirl at the top of the 
package subtly appeal 
to female shoppers.

2. Dole had to rethink 
everything about its 
Fruit Bowls, including 
the way it promoted 
the value of the bowls 
themselves. Before 
the redesign, Dole was 
more kid-friendly and 
included tips on its 
Fruit Bowl packaging 
for what kids could do 
with the bowls after 
emptying them—like 
using them for plant-
ing seeds or collecting
things. With a new 
client demographic, 
Dole regrouped to 
create women-
friendly packaging.

2
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3. Designers at Addis 
fi rst explored a range 
of departures from 
the original package, 
unsure of how far 
they could go with the 
redesign. They tried 
out different shapes 
for the physical pack-
age, including towers 
and rectangles with 
rounded corners. 
Addis strove for a 
design that was more 
refi ned and subdued, 
but still pretty and 
playful to appeal to 
young and middle-
aged women.

4. The packaging also 
needed to emphasize 
the freshness and 
natural ingredients of 
the products. Some 
versions were more 
abstract: simple, 
translucent shapes, 
or a photograph of a 
backlit, thinly sliced 
piece of fruit to dis-
play its natural tex-
ture. The designers 
stuck to soft, feminine, 
natural colors such as 
beiges and peaches in 
these early comps.

New audience, new pitch
Companies try to keep close tabs on who their cus-
tomers are, but sometimes they can be taken by sur-
prise. Such was the case with Dole Packaged Foods. 
The fruit company answered the call for healthy 
snacks by making Dole Fruit Bowls perfect for 
kids’ lunchboxes. Three years after the product hit 
the market, Dole researchers discovered that rather 
than buying them for kids, women, especially single 
women aged 25–35, were buying for themselves. 

Dole worked with Addis (www.addis.com) to 
redesign the Dole Fruit Bowls packaging to address 
young, busy, professional women looking for healthy 
snack options. Most of the “grab-and-go” aisle in the 
grocery store is fairly kid-focused, so Addis’s objec-
tives were to design a package that clearly spoke the 
language of an older audience. The aim was to com-
municate the simplicity of the convenience food, and 
to promote the freshness and healthiness of the prod-
uct. The designers chose bold, simple images and 
bright, natural colors to gracefully sell that story. 

3
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1. Aveeno lotion was 
confi ned to a bottle 
design that was 
straightforward and 
even somewhat mas-
culine: rectangular 
and simple white with 
blue accents. Yet the 
primary audience has 
always been women. 

2. The fi rst thing de-
signers at LMS Design 
did was develop ideas 
for a more feminine 
shape, adding curves 
to the bottles’ bod-
ies. Graphically, they 
explored natural col-
ors to accentuate the 
organic nature of the 
products’ ingredients.

3. In the fi nal designs, 
the line of facial 
products sticks to a 
higher-end look, with 
elegant, pearly white 
and sage green. The 
bath products, which 
are in a slightly lower 
price range, introduce 
brighter colors to 
appeal to a wider vari-
ety of shoppers.

Changing faces
When a brand is particularly revered, a manufac-
turer may see an opportunity to take it to the next 
tier, boosting it into a higher-priced category. A 
packaging redesign may be just what’s needed for 
this My Fair Lady approach.

Aveeno is a well-known brand of lotion; in fact, 
as is often the case with many long-time brands, the 
name became synonymous with natural colloidal 
oatmeal, which doctors and mothers for decades had 
valued as a remedy for itching. The existing lotion 
bottle had a hard rectangular shape and used straight-
forward blue and white colors. 

When manufacturer Johnson & Johnson 
discussed a new approach with LMS Design 
(www.lmsdesign.com), the designers learned that the 
majority of Aveeno buyers were women. To lever-
age the brand’s trustworthiness and use of natural 
ingredients, LMS Design arrived at a softer, curvier 
packaging design to help relaunch Aveeno at a higher 
price point.

2
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1. Though well known, 
the Old Spice pack-
aging was no longer 
relevant, with its fussy 
script type, dark col-
ors, and antiquated 
ship logo. 

2. The red color and 
the ship were pieces 
of equity that design-
ers at Interbrand knew 
they had to maintain, 
but they experimented 
with these elements to 
appeal to a younger 
audience. They made 
the ship sleeker and 
less stodgy, modifi ed 
the script, and made 
the red brighter and 
more “aggressive.”

3. For the fi rst line of 
products to roll out 
with the new packag-
ing, designers went 
more masculine with 
the type treatment, 
using hard-edged, 
squared-off caps, a 
metallic glow on the 
letters, and a motion 
blur on the Red Zone 
brand—a feeling of 
power and movement.

Trading up to a modern design
There are those brands that nobody wants to mess 
with after many years. Two things can happen if a 
package design is left alone too long. It can either 
become stale and get left behind by newer brands, 
or it can unwittingly change by default, as new 
designers and brand managers put their own little 
touches on the package. With older, well-known 
designs, it’s extremely important to figure out the 
valuable equity and fi nd a way to build the make-
over around that element.

Old Spice is a brand that’s been on the shelves 
for generations. Unfortunately, its original product, 
aftershave, hadn’t changed much since the days when 
little boys bought it for their fathers and grandfa-
thers. Subsequent product lines, such as deodorants, 
picked up a few more modern elements, but still 
retained the old-fashioned clipper ship logo, the tra-
ditional script, and the deep, mature reds and blues 
of the original packaging. 

Research showed that the Old Spice pack-
age was surprisingly recognizable, especially among 
young men who had purchased the aftershave for 
Father’s Day, so it was important to retain the most 
recognizable element: the clipper ship. Manufacturer 
Procter & Gamble worked with Interbrand 
(www.interbrand.com) to design a more modern 
take on the design that would appeal to teenage 
boys. Interbrand leveraged the original packaging’s 
reliance on the color red, pumping it up to a truer 
red for a more masculine, aggressive visual message. 
The designers transformed the logo to be a sleeker 
and less stodgy sloop, and added muscular, motion-
infused type to present the product name. 

Lionel: recapturing heritage
As Old Spice moved forward in time, Lionel Trains 
revisited its heritage. The beloved model train brand 
originally bore the Art Deco-inspired design of its 
time: bold colors, rectangular shapes, and blocky, 
sans serif type. Over many years of corporate 
changes and ownership by dozens of brand manag-
ers, the integrity of the packaging deteriorated until 
nothing of the original branding was left. 

The firm One Zero Charlie (www.onezero
charlie.com) “restored” the packaging for Lionel 
Trains, adapting the best of the old and modernizing 
it for today’s audiences. The designers returned much 
of the original packaging’s equity and added subtle 
changes to make it even more appealing.

1
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1. Early in its life, 
Lionel Trains intro-
duced packaging that 
defi ned the brand 
for a lifetime: an Art 
Deco-inspired, clean 
line with a harmony 
of orange, navy blue, 
and white. The round 
emblem with the 
curved L in the mid-
dle, fl anked by color, 
became a trademark.

2. Over the years, 
however, the packag-
ing design deterio-
rated. The trademark, 
colors, and other dis-
tinguishing elements 

1

2

4

3

all but disappeared 
from the boxes. 

3. Designers at One 
Zero Charlie experi-
mented with recap-
turing the essence of  
Lionel’s original pack-
aging, adding subtle 
changes to appeal to 
a modern audience.

4. The addition of a 
creamy white color 
and an increased 
use of blue adds a 
contrast. The curved 
orange L on a blue 
background takes on 
its own prominence, 
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1. W.M. Barr’s several 
different lines of prod-
ucts all had unique 
looks, with no com-
mon design between 
them. There was also 
no obvious place for 
consumers to look 
to fi nd out what the 
product was used for 
and how to use it. 

2. To unite the compa-
ny’s brand and create 
a consumer-friendly, 
easy-to-shop pres-
ence on the shelf, 
designers at Proteus 
created layouts that 
would look identical 
across all the prod-
ucts. Designers also 
looked for ways to 
treat the type so it 
prominently classifi ed 
the product’s purpose, 
as well as the area it 
was intended for. They 
experimented with 
different weights and 
sizes to distinguish the 
packaging while main-
taining the brand.

1 2
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4. Angled lines divide 
the Citri-Strip labels 
into neat sections, 
perfect for consistent 
placement of product 
information. This lay-
out was also adapted 
for W.M. Barr’s entire 
line of strippers, re-
movers, and painting 
prep products, using 
different color pal-
ettes. Designers struck 
on the idea of letting 
pictures tell the story 
of the product’s pur-
pose, so consumers 
could visually associ-
ate the product’s pur-
pose with a task.

3. Proteus designers 
adopted elements 
of the original Citri-
Strip packaging—a 
green band around 
the bottles—for the 
new packages, incor-
porating a classifi ca-
tion system of photos 
to indicate distinct 
surfaces or tasks the 
products are used 
for. Different colored 
stripes indicate the 
various surface types.

Extreme makeovers
As with Dole, the W.M. Barr company in Memphis, 
Tenn., came to a crossroads as the audience changed 
for its lines of paint thinners, specialty cleaners, 
strippers, and solvents. This was a gradual shift, 
from a specialized group of building contractors 
toward a broader audience of hobbyists and DIYers. 

Before this realization, W.M. Barr’s products had 
evolved without a strong relationship between cat-
egories. There was also no real hierarchy of product 
information on the package, which meant that the 
packages could drive away home improvement nov-
ices trying to educate themselves.

Proteus (www.proteusdesign.com) developed a 
new brand architecture for Barr’s product lines that 
visually connects the three lines while categorizing 
them according to their purposes. 

It’s not easy for companies to admit that what 
they’ve been doing is simply not working. When they 
do face facts, though, they open the door to the pos-
sibility of tossing out much of their equity in favor of 
a radical new approach. g

Stacey King Gordon (stacey@night-writer.
com) is a writer and editor in the San Francisco 
area. In addition to Packaging Makeovers, she 
has authored Magazine Design That Works 
(also from Rockport Publishers) and Buying 
and Selling Jewelry on eBay (from Thomson 
Course Technology)..

3

This article and accompanying visuals are based 
on Packaging Makeovers: Graphic Redesign for 
Market Change by Stacey King Gordon, $40, 
Rockport Publishers, www.rockpub.com.
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Save on any item of $100 or more!
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Dynamic Graphics Classifi eds is a forum for 
innovative desktop products and services. 
Ads include reader service numbers for 
fast, easy response.

Ad format
Large ad: 2¼ x 4¾-inch. 
Small ad: 2¼ x 1¼-inch. 
Specifications for electronic fi le types, 
fonts, and correct media are available on 
request. Publisher reserves the right to edit 
supplied ads to meet section specifications.

Deadlines
Dynamic Graphics magazine is published 
six times a year. DG Classifi eds closing
is four weeks prior to issue date. For rates 
and other information, please call Birte 
Pampel at 212.260.2777, ext. 28, or e-mail 
pampel@dgusa.com.

CLASSIFIEDS
Sourcing Solutions

CONNECTIONS
Reference and Interaction

Advertiser Page No.

48hourprint.com 19 11

Ablestock 1 2

Adobe 4–5 —

Creatas 15 8

Comstock 2–3 3

Digital Vision 7 4

Fonthead 21 12

Image Source Inside back cover 22

IPNStock.com 17 10

Jam Paper 88 18

Natural Printing 88 17

PhotoObjects.net 9 5

Photos.com Back cover 23

PictureQuest 23 13

Printing for Less 27 15

Print Runner 12–13 7

Publishing Perfection 86–87 16

Stock Layouts 11 6

Stockdisc 16A–H 9

The Creative Suite Conference Las Vegas 89 21

Thinkstock 25 14

Thinkstock Footage Inside front cover 1

1. For inspiration, access this FREE information

2. Complimentary samples
Circle the number on the attached card to receive complimentary samples
or information on the products you’d like to know more about.

3. Drop it in the mail
Detach the postage paid card and drop it in the mail.

4. Need it fast?
Fax the attached card to 239.213.2199 or go to www.dgm-connections.com, 
your instant web connection to the samples and information available for the 
products and services o ered in this issue of Dynamic Graphics.

Circle 18 on Connections card.

 Call 1-800-8010-JAM

Circle 17 on Connections card.
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THE CREATIVE SUITE CONFERENCE
PHOTOSHOP | ILLUSTRATOR | INDESIGN | GOLIVE | ACROBAT | BRIDGE | VERSION CUE

JULY 19–23, 2005 CAESAR’S PALACE

SPEAKERS INCLUDE
 RUSSELL BROWN, DAVID BLATNER, 
DEKE MCCLELLAND,  BERT MONROY,

SANDEE COHEN, AND OTHER TOP INDUSTRY EXPERTS. EVERYBODY WINS!
FOR MORE INFO CALL 612.396.7200 OR 877.396.7200 WWW.THECSCONFERENCE.COM
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HOW’D THEY DO THAT?
Get Results Like the Pros

Tips From Our Last Issue
How to create a blocky image, stenciled and 
manipulated type, and a cool color effect.

Blockhead
1. Open a grayscale 
image in Photoshop, 
and name it Layer 0. 

2. Select Filter > 
Artistic > Cutout. 
Adjust the settings 
as desired. TIP: You 
can also achieve a 
similar, more detailed 
effect by choosing 
Image > Adjustments 
> Brightness/Contrast. 
Set Contrast percent-
age to 100 and adjust 
Brightness until you 
get the look you want.

3. Choose Select > 
Color Range and set 
Fuzziness to 200. 
Click on the black of 
the image to select.

4. Set Image > Mode 
to CMYK before plac-
ing a colored pattern
into the fi le. (We used 
one created in Illus-
trator.) With Layer 0 
selected, click the Add 
layer mask icon in the 
Layers palette.

5. Drag in your pat-
tern and hit Return. 
Option-click on the 
line between Layer 0 
and Layer 1 until you 
see the Create clip-
ping mask icon. Click 
on it to mask your 
pattern. (We also 
created a white back-
ground layer and set it 
below all other layers.)

Girl image 22657063, 
Photodisc, www.
creatas.com
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TIP: Look of Brightness/Contrast

“Posters With a Message”
“What’s Your Anti-Drug?” 
campaign posters, V10N2

(page 34)
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Customized stencil
1. Download Tinsnips, 
a free font from www.
fontface.com.

2. In Photoshop, open 
a new document and 
name it Layer 1. Type 
in a word to stencil. 
Select Layer > Ras-
terize > Type. This will 
allow you to select 
each letter separately 
and move it around or 
rotate it.

3. After you have 
positioned the letters, 
select all the black by 
Command-clicking
Layer 1. Choose Select 
> Inverse. Create a 
new layer named 
Layer 2. Using a wide 
paint brush tool set to 
Dissolve, color the let-
ters in Layer 2.

4. Delete Layer 1 to 
get rid of the black 
boxed “stencils.”

“7 Steps to
Innovative Binding”
Greater Des Moines 

Chamber of Commerce 
brochure, V10N2

(page 42)

Color your world
1. Open an image in 
Photoshop and name 
it Layer 0. Select the 
object and put the 
background on a sep-
arate layer (Layer 1).

2. Select Layer 1 and 
click on the Add layer 
style icon. Choose 
Gradient Overlay and 
use these settings, 
then click on the gra-
dient to open Gradient 
Editor. You can get 
many looks by chang-
ing these settings. Hit 
OK on both displays.

3. Your fi nal image 
and Layer palette 
should look like this. 

Leaf image 22424591, 
Thinkstock, www.
creatas.com

Cover image from 
PictureQuest, 

www.picturequest.com: 
BrandXPictures 22162693

V10N2

See something inter-
esting in this issue?

Send us a note about 
what effects you’d like 
to see explained from 
the current issue. Give 
us the page number 
the effect appears on.

E-mail your request 
to Marcy Slane, 
slane@dgusa.com.
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“Get What You
(don’t) Pay For”

AIDS Work Ride for Life
campaign, V10N1

(page 47)

From previous issue, 
V10N1, Feb/Mar 2005

Manipulated type
1. Type a word in 
Illustrator, and select 
it with the selection 
tool. Choose Object >
Envelope Distort > 
Make with Warp. Use 
the settings shown or 
make adjustments for 
a unique look. Hit OK.

2. For the second 
word, follow Step 1, 
but use these settings.

3. Your type should 
now look like this.

4. We applied this 
effect to a Western-
themed poster.

2006

WYNONA PARK DISTRICT

1 3

2

Banner styles
1. Rounded: Draw a 
rectangle and type in 
a word. Select both 
with the selection tool, 
and Choose Object 
> Envelope Distort > 
Make with Warp. Use 
the settings shown. 
Hit OK. We drew in 
ruler marks and rib-
bon ends to make it 
look authentic. 

2. Stretched: Follow 
the steps above, 
but use the settings 
shown to make text 
appear stretched out. 

Tip: If you need to 
edit the word after 
you apply the warp, 
select Object > 
Envelope Distort > 
Edit Contents. On 
this page, we used 
the fonts Helldorado, 
Startling, Snow Blind,
and United States. All 
are available free at 
www.fontface.com.

21
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WORKSPACE SAVVY
Tech Tools and Texts

Toolworthy

Totally timely
Hard on the heels of the just-released Adobe 
Creative Suite 2 is Total Training, Inc., with DVD-
based tutorials for the CS2 editions of Photoshop, 
InDesign, Illustrator, and GoLive. Sample tutorials 
included with the Adobe CS2 software packages 
give you a taste for the training; purchase the DVDs 
for the whole show. Hosted by industry vets Steve 
Holmes and Deke McClelland, the DVDs follow 
Total Training’s proven interactive teaching method 
employing videos and practice tutorials based on 
real-world scenarios. Also available is Total Training 
Presents Creative Suite 2: From Design to Delivery,
which focuses on how 
to master the entire 
product line work-
flow. Check prices 
and release dates 
at www.total
training.com/cs2.

Wall of sound
Jazz up the walls with artwork from your favorite 
CDs or DVDs. Combine listening and viewing plea-
sure by coating your cubicle with CD Wallpaper. 
Each holder has 24 protective sleeves; in blue or sil-
ver with matching tacks. $8.99, www.thinkgeek.com

Puzzled?
Have some time to kill before your next meeting? 
Amuse yourself with the Olizoid magnetic puzzle, a 
15-piece brain-bending game. Makes a great gift for 
kids and adults alike. In colorful opaque or translu-
cent plastic. $16, www.fl axart.com 

Freaky tiki
When it comes to kahuna components, nothing’s 
cooler than the portable Big Tiki Drive. Install it 
in the office or tote it to meetings and let its lumi-
nous red eyes and glowing green aura leave a lasting 
impression on coworkers and clients. Store data, 
music, and pictures on this high-speed USB 2.0 
flash drive. Includes protective storage bag and con-
nector cap. $69.99, www.thinkgeek.com

Go wireless
When you’re on the 
road with work to 
do, partner your por-
table computer with 
Logitech’s new V500 
Cordless Notebook 
Mouse. This optical 
mouse features a four-
way scroll panel for 
viewing large docu-
ments, expandable 
chassis for handheld 
comfort, and an 
“all-terrain” optical 
engine for accurate 
tracking. For both 
PC and Mac. $69.95, 
www.logitech.com
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Balancing act
Adobe Acrobat users will fl ip for these two new 
handy manuals from Peachpit Press. Adobe Acrobat 
7.0: Classroom in a Book ($45) offers step-by-step 
instructions to assist Acrobat newbies with basic 
training—it also includes a CD with lesson fi les. 
And if you’ve been using Adobe Acrobat for a while 
but are only familiar with its document viewing 
features, check out Adobe Acrobat 7: Tips & Tricks
($19.99). This how-to guide offers advanced pro-
gram concepts, including how to create presenta-
tions and streamline collaborative documents. 
Peachpit Press, www.peachpit.com

Textworthy

Sensual design
Electronic media not-
withstanding, Scott 
Witham, author of 
Touch This: Graphic 
Design That Feels Good,
remains certain that 
the most state-of-the-
art stuff can still be 

squeezed, shaken, and even sniffed. You’ll covet 
these creative concepts for direct mail, identity 
pieces, and packaging that push the boundaries 
of the imagination … and the senses. The book’s 
cover, printed in heat-sensitive ink that photography 
can’t capture, is almost worth the price of admission 
by itself. $45, Rockport Publishers, www.rockpub.com

Listen up
Author Scott Kelby describes The iPod Book as a 
“show-me-how-to-do-it” manual. Get the 411 on 
everything iPod: how to import photos, ways to 
create and order play lists, tips for the iTunes music 
store, and more. But beware—you may become 
as attached to this book as you are to your iPod! 
$19.99, Peachpit Press, www.peachpit.com

Lackluster-buster
Who says a book can 
only have one spine? 
Dare to be different 
and your work will 
stand out among the 
ordinary. Experimental 
Formats.2 offers 
vivid visuals and daz-
zling descriptions of 
unique proportions, 
packaging, materials, 
and formats for ultra-
creative books, cata-
logs, and brochures. 
$45, RotoVision, 
www.rotovision.com
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Better brochures
Rockport Publishers’ The Best of Brochure Design 
series continues to offer ideas for this ubiquitous 
medium. The Best of Brochure Design 8 showcases 
still more samples of creative solutions for corporate 
and self-promotions, annual reports, and other bro-
chures. Glean ideas for current projects or take notes 
for future work as you thumb through over 200 
pages of colorful examples. $45, Rockport Publishers, 
www.rockpub.com

Digital cheese
Author Michael 
Freeman knows how 
overwhelming the 
transition from fi lm 
to digital photogra-
phy can be, so his 
goal is to make the 
process a little less 
scary. The new Pro 
Digital Photographers 
Handbook is a com-
prehensive guide 
for the latest gear, 
software, and digital 
photography tech-
niques. This thor-
oughly illustrated text 
clearly shows how 
camaraderie between 
cameras and comput-
ers can simplify the 
imaging process in 
an increasingly digital 
world. $24.95, Sterling 
Publishing Company, 
www.sterlingpub.com

Valuable resources
AVA Publishing has released two new books with 
professional designers and serious students in 
mind. The first, Visual Research: An Introduction to 
Research Methodologies in Graphic Design ($39.95), 
discusses design analysis via real-life case studies, 
complete with examples of practical problem-
solving methods. The second, Basics Design: Format
($24.95), addresses the diversity of dimension. 
Colorful photos and insightful commentary offer an 
overview of interesting approaches used to manipu-
late the physical properties—including shapes, sizes, 
and folding techniques—of posters, magazines, 
promotional products, and more. AVA Publishing, 
www.avabooks.ch

Praise PDFs
You’ll say “Amen!” to the new Adobe Acrobat 7 PDF 
Bible. Get the good word about converting and edit-
ing fi les, creating forms, working with multimedia 
fi les, and lots of other program functions. This book 
is a must-have reference for anyone searching for 
salvation when it comes to working with PDF docu-
ments. $39.99, Wiley Publishers, www.wiley.com
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Design ideas for the real world

JUNE/JULY 2005
$7.95 US $8.40 CAN

Art of the Makeover
PUT SUBSTANCE BEFORE STYLE

Power Packaging
REVITALIZE FOR MARKET CHANGE

Colors of Summer
HEALTHY FOR THE HOT SEASON

REFRESHING
REDESIGNS

dynamicgraphicsmagazine.com

8th Annual DESIGN MAKEOVERS Issue! PLUS 2 FREE IMAGES!

COVER TO COVER
Up Front, Start to Finish

Other options
This being our eighth 
annual makeovers 
special, we thought 
we’d seen it all when 
it comes to selecting 
a cover image. But we 
found fresh concepts 
suggested by the 
surge of makeover-
themed TV shows 
(upper left), our effort 

Coming Up

Like the distant thunk of bat on ball or the buzzing of cicadas, the 
sounds of backyard splashing have the ability to summon up the 
summer season. Strictly speaking, of course, there are no sounds 

emanating from this issue’s cover image (a pity). Yet when 
we came across this photograph, we felt that the model’s 

expression made the cool spray of water practically audible. Beyond the 
subject’s appeal, there are plenty of attributes that make this image one 
of our all-time cover favorites. The unusual camera angle ensures the 
shot won’t be dead-on boring, as so many conventionally composed 
photos tend to be. And the expanse of green lawn, set off by bright but 
complementary blue, allowed us to employ a vivid yellow (M:10, Y:100) 
in the main coverline, a perfect accent color for capturing the attention 
of newsstand browsers. g

Cover photo from Creatas, www.creatas.com: Digital Vision 22748183

Our focus is on the web in the next issue 
as we explore “everything internet.”
•  Learn how to build traffi c to your site 

and keep it fresh with innovative design
• Check out the best in online portfolios
• Master the rules of type for web
•  Discover the critical issues of intranet vs. 

internet design
Of course, you’ll also fi nd our expanded 
tips, tricks, advice from the experts, and 
two new free downloadable images, suit-
able for whatever medium your work 
takes you to.

to encourage reader-
nominated projects 
for makeovers (upper 
right), and themes 
associated with the 
concepts of creativity 
and transformation. 
Still, none had the 
composition, colors, 
and “chill out” appeal 
of our fi nal selection.

Clockwise from upper left: Brand X Pictures 22159982, 
Photodisc 22333260, Goodshoot 22658413 (Creatas), 
FirstLight 22599929 (PictureQuest); www.creatas.com and 
www.picturequest.com
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IMAGE
SOURCE

POISE
www.imagesource.com

Image Source launches new rights managed collection

Looking for a striking image to lead your campaign?  Need to ensure nobody is using it at the
same time? Image Source has just launched a dynamic new rights  managed collection, full of
high-end images to satisfy your need for exclusivity. This complements our existing royalty
free collection; so now you can find the right image no matter what type of licence you require,
at www.imagesource.com.

For more details call us on  +44 (0) 20 7075 1111 or email us at info@imagesource.com.

IM550-721 CIRCLE 22 ON CONNECTIONS CARD
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